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ABSTRACT

A method is presented to assess the transmission path of vibration energy and to localize sources or sinks on shells with arbitrary shape, constant thickness and isotropic material properties. The derived equations of the structural intensity are based on the Kirchhoff-Love postulates and are formulated in terms of displacements, Lamé parameters, principal curvatures, and their partial derivatives with respect to the principal curvilinear coordinates. To test the accuracy of the method, two numerical models of thin shells with non-uniform curvatures were developed. The coordinates, displacements and principal curvature directions at the shell’s outer surface were used to estimate the structural intensity vector fields and the

\textsuperscript{1} Corresponding author: felipe.pires@uantwerpen.be
energy density at the shell’s middle surface. The power estimated from the surface integral of the divergence of the structural intensity over the source was compared to the actual power injected in the shell. The absolute error in both models did not exceed 1%, showing that, in theory, the method is able to handle the high-order spatial derivatives of the displacement and geometry data. The qualitative effect of varying the internal damping in the models on the energy transmission was also investigated.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Structural Intensity (SI) is a powerful concept to study the transmission of vibration energy in plate-like structures. Studies of SI are widely documented in literature; if the structure behaves in accordance with the general theory for thin plates, the SI equations can be directly computed from the sample’s a-priori material properties and out-of-plane displacement fields [1–6].

Numerical models were used to investigate SI on structures with a more complex topology: SI was analyzed to investigate the power flow in constituents of locally resonant metamaterials [7, 8], to study the energy flow on offshore platforms to detect cracks under external loads [9], and to investigate the energy paths on stiffened panels [10]. Other heterogeneities have also been addressed, such as the presence of a stepped thickness on plates or the orthotropy of material properties [5, 7].

In spite of the continuous progress in this field, the analysis of SI has been mainly applied to structures that satisfy the general theory of thin plates. If the energy transmission is to be assessed on shells, additional terms in the SI equations, related to the in-plane motions at the geometry’s middle surface [8–12], cannot be neglected and
the generalized forces need to be reformulated in accordance with the general theory of thin shells.

The in-plane displacements of the shell’s middle surface are uncoupled from the shell’s flexural motion [8], which means that all three displacement components at the middle surface are required to determine the SI. However, standard techniques such as laser Doppler vibrometry [13], digital image correlation [14] or holographic interferometry [15] measure displacement fields at the sample's outer surface. The same problem exists with standard shape measurement techniques such as optical profilometry [16].

Another difficulty arises from the curvilinear coordinates of the shell along which the spatial derivatives are calculated. The kinematic equations linking displacements with strains become relatively simple when the principal curvature directions of the shell are chosen as the underlying coordinates [17]. These coordinates are called the Principal Curvilinear Coordinates (PCC) and their directions depend on the shape of the shell being analyzed.

The parametrization of a surface with respect to the PCC is not trivial, as it depends on the shell’s shape. So far, the SI on curved shells has been mainly studied on structures whose shape could be parametrized by simple analytical coordinates, such as cylindrical or spherical coordinates [8,18,19].

This work aims to provide a general formulation of SI for shells with arbitrary shape, constant thickness and isotropic material properties. The derived equations are based on the Kirchhoff-love postulates [20] and the principal curvature directions are
used to parametrize the surface. Moreover, the method is able to calculate the SI from measurements of the displacements and the shape at the outer surface.

The method was tested on numerical models of two different shell structures with non-uniform curvatures. The displacement and shape data of the outer surface were used to recover the vibration energy path at the middle surface. The accuracy of the method was tested by comparing the integrated sources of both models to the actual power being injected to the shells. Finally, the qualitative effect of adding internal damping to the models on the energy transmission was investigated.

2 THEORY

2.1 Differential geometry

2.1.1 Parametrization of a surface

Any surface in a Euclidean space can be represented as a collection of three independent variables, x, y and z. For a surface, these three coordinates can be defined as a function of two independent variables, α and β [21,25]. If there is a one-to-one correspondence between these two sets of coordinates, the position vector \( \mathbf{r} \) of the surface can be parametrized as

\[
\mathbf{r}(\alpha, \beta) = x(\alpha, \beta)\mathbf{i} + y(\alpha, \beta)\mathbf{j} + z(\alpha, \beta)\mathbf{k},
\]

where \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are called the curvilinear coordinates of the parametrized surface; \( x(\alpha, \beta), y(\alpha, \beta) \) and \( z(\alpha, \beta) \) are single-valued and continuous functions of \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \); and \( \mathbf{i}, \mathbf{j} \) and \( \mathbf{k} \) are the standard unit vectors along the x, y and z axis, respectively.

2.1.2 Principal curvatures
If a given surface is continuous and does not contain any discontinuities in the slope, the normal curvature vector $K_e$ is defined as [17]:

$$K_e(\lambda) = K_e(\lambda)e_3,$$

(2)

with $K_e$ the normal curvature and $e_3$ a unit vector normal to the given surface in a certain point. The parameter $\lambda$ is associated with all possible planes containing $e_3$, which intersect the surface along a certain direction in that point. A mathematical description of this parameter is possible by relating the angle of these planes to the parametric coordinates as

$$\lambda = \frac{d\beta}{d\alpha}.$$

(3)

From Eqs.(2-3), it can be understood that $K_e$ changes with $\lambda$ [21]. For every point on the surface, there are two intersecting planes that correspond to the maximum and minimum possible curvatures of the surface in that point. It can be proven that the tangent directions to the surface along these two planes are orthogonal [22]. These particular directions are called the Principal Curvature Directions (PCDs) and are referred to as unit vectors $e_1$ and $e_2$. The minimum or maximum curvatures associated with the PCDs are called the principal curvatures $K_1$ and $K_2$.

The triad $(e_1, e_2, e_3)$ forms an orthogonal family of unit vectors over any continuous surface. If the parametric coordinates $\alpha$ and $\beta$ follow the tangent directions $e_1$ and $e_2$, respectively, the equations of the theory of thin shells acquire a relatively simple form [17].
If the increment of $\alpha$ coincides with $e_1$ and the increment of $\beta$ with $e_2$, the parametric coordinates form an orthogonal grid at all points over the surface, which are named the Principal Curvilinear Coordinates (PCCs).

2.1.3 Lamé parameters

The fundamental form parameters [17,23] acquire a simplified form if the PCCs are used as the reference grid of a surface. In this case, the fundamental form parameters are called the Lamé parameters $A$ and $B$. Their mathematical descriptions are

$$A = \sqrt{x_\alpha^2 + y_\alpha^2 + z_\alpha^2},$$ (4)

$$B = \sqrt{x_\beta^2 + y_\beta^2 + z_\beta^2}.$$ (5)

where the subscripts $\alpha$ and $\beta$ represent partial derivatives with respect to $\alpha$ and $\beta$.

The Lamé parameters $A$ and $B$ are related to a change of arc length of the surface caused by a corresponding change of $\alpha$ and $\beta$, respectively. Therefore, they can be interpreted as distortion coefficients which transform the change of parametric coordinates into a change of arc length.

Note that the subscripts representing the partial derivatives are extensively used in the equations in this manuscript. For instance, higher-order derivatives are presented by multiple subscripts. E.g., the 2\textsuperscript{nd} order derivative of $x$ with respect to $\alpha$ is denoted by $x_{\alpha\alpha}$.

2.2 General theory of thin shells
The general linear theory of thin shells is described by three groups of equations: kinematic, equilibrium and constitutive equations. The current work aims to reduce the three-dimensional shell problem to a two-dimensional problem. This is achieved by invoking the Kirchhoff-Love postulates [20], which allow the equilibrium and straining problem to be defined on the shell’s middle surface. The equations of the displacements, straining and general internal forces with respect to the orthogonal PCCs are presented below.

2.2.1 Kinematics of shells

From the Kirchhoff assumptions regarding the normal element preservation and the negligible transverse normal stress of the shell, the following relationships can be derived [22]:

\[ U^y = U + y \theta_1, \]  
\[ V^y = V + y \theta_2, \]  
\[ W^y = W, \]

\[ \theta_1 = K_1 U - \frac{1}{A} W_\alpha, \]  
\[ \theta_2 = K_2 V - \frac{1}{B} W_\beta, \]

where \( U \) and \( V \) are the in-plane components of the displacement at the middle surface along \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \), respectively; \( W \) is the out-of-plane displacement along the normal unit vector \( e_3 \); \( \theta_1 \) and \( \theta_2 \) are the rotation angles about the tangents to the middle surface (oriented along \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \), respectively); \( K_1 \) and \( K_2 \) are the principal curvatures along \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \), respectively.
and $\beta$, respectively; and $\gamma$ is the through-thickness coordinate, whose value is zero at the middle surface and bounded by the shell’s thickness $h$, i.e.,

$$-\frac{h}{2} \leq \gamma \leq \frac{h}{2} \quad (11)$$

The superscript $\gamma$ in Eqs.(6-8) refers to the dependence of the displacement components on the through-thickness coordinate $\gamma$. Note that the displacement $W^\gamma$ has the same value throughout the normal of the middle surface due to the Kirchhoff assumptions.

For a thin shell, the generalized kinematic equations that relate the displacements ($U$, $V$ and $W$) with the strain components on the middle surface can be expressed as

$$\varepsilon_1 = \frac{1}{A}\left[U_\alpha + \frac{A_\beta}{B}V + AK_1W \right], \quad (12)$$

$$\varepsilon_2 = \frac{1}{B}\left[V_\beta + \frac{B_\alpha}{A}U + BK_2W \right], \quad (13)$$

$$\varepsilon_{32} = \frac{1}{AB}\left[BU_\alpha - B_\alpha V + AU_\beta - A_\beta U \right], \quad (14)$$

$$\chi_1 = \frac{1}{A}\left[(\theta_1)_\alpha + \frac{A_\beta}{B} \theta_2 \right], \quad (15)$$

$$\chi_2 = \frac{1}{B}\left[(\theta_2)_\beta + \frac{B_\alpha}{A} \theta_1 \right], \quad (16)$$

$$\chi_{12} = \frac{1}{AB}\left[B(\theta_2)_\alpha - B_\alpha \theta_2 + A(\theta_1)_\beta - A_\beta \theta_1 \right], \quad (17)$$
where $\varepsilon_1^o$ and $\varepsilon_2^o$ are the normal strains; $\varepsilon_{12}^o$ is the shear strain, $\chi_1$ and $\chi_2$ are the bending curvatures, and $\chi_{12}$ is the torsion of the surface.

### 2.2.2 Internal forces and moments of a shell

Due to the equilibrium analysis of a 2D element and by integrating the stress resultants and stress couples of a shell over the thickness, one can access the internal forces and moments of an arbitrary shell. These components can be represented as [17,24]:

\begin{align*}
M_1 &= D(\chi_1 + \nu\chi_2), \quad \text{(18)} \\
M_2 &= D(\chi_2 + \nu\chi_1), \quad \text{(19)} \\
M_{12} &= M_{21} = \frac{D}{2}(1-\nu)\chi_{12}, \quad \text{(20)} \\
N_1 &= C(\varepsilon_1^o + \nu\varepsilon_2^o), \quad \text{(21)} \\
N_2 &= C[\varepsilon_2^o + \nu\varepsilon_1^o], \quad \text{(22)} \\
N_{12} &= \left[\frac{C}{2}(1-\nu)\varepsilon_{12}^o\right] - M_{12}K_2, \quad \text{(23)} \\
N_{21} &= \left[\frac{C}{2}(1-\nu)\varepsilon_{21}^o\right] - M_{21}K_1, \quad \text{(24)} \\
D &= \frac{\bar{E}h^3}{12(1-\nu^2)}, \quad \text{(25)} \\
C &= \frac{\bar{E}h}{(1-\nu^2)}, \quad \text{(26)}
\end{align*}
\[ \tilde{E} = E(1 + j\eta), \]  

(27)

\[ Q_1 = \frac{1}{AB} \left[ 2A_\beta M_{12} + B_\alpha (M_1 - M_2) + A(M_{12})_\beta + B(M_1)_\alpha \right], \]  

(28)

\[ Q_2 = \frac{1}{AB} \left[ 2B_\alpha M_{12} + A_\beta (M_2 - M_1) + B(M_{12})_\alpha + A(M_2)_\beta \right], \]  

(29)

with \( M_1 \) and \( M_2 \) the bending moments, \( M_{12} \) the twisting moment, \( N_1 \) and \( N_2 \) the membrane forces, \( N_{12} \) the transverse shear force, \( D \) the bending rigidity, \( C \) the extensional rigidity, \( E \) the Young’s modulus, \( \nu \) the Poisson’s ratio, \( \eta \) the internal damping loss factor, \( j \) the imaginary unit; and \( Q_1 \) and \( Q_2 \) the transverse shear forces.

### 2.2.3 Lamé parameters and principal curvatures at the middle surface

The Lamé parameters and principal curvatures vary across the thickness direction of the shell. The relation between these parameters on the middle surface and their corresponding values at any coordinate along the through-thickness direction \( \gamma \) is given by [17],

\[ K_d = \frac{K_d^\gamma}{1 - \gamma K_d^\gamma}, \text{for } d = \{1,2\}, \]  

(30)

\[ A = \Pi_1 A^\gamma, \]  

(31)

\[ B = \Pi_2 B^\gamma, \]  

(32)

\[ \Pi_d = \frac{1}{1 + \gamma K_d}, \text{for } d = \{1,2\}. \]  

(33)

where \( \Pi_d \) is called the curvature coefficient for convenience.

### 2.3 Structural intensity
The SI provides the transmission path of vibration energy in a structure, which can be obtained from the vibration velocity and the stress tensor [25]. For shells, the latter two quantities cannot be directly acquired. However, the analysis of SI becomes more convenient when it is formulated in terms of displacement fields. If the shell performs a harmonic motion, the time-averaged SI vector field can be expressed with respect to the PCCs [9] under the Kirchhoff assumptions [24] as follows:

\[ \mathbf{I} = I_1 \mathbf{e}_1 + I_2 \mathbf{e}_2, \]  

\[ I_1 = -\pi f \text{Im} \left\{ \tilde{Q}_1 \tilde{W}^* + \tilde{M}_1 \tilde{\delta}_1^* + \tilde{M}_{12} \tilde{\delta}_2^* + \tilde{N}_1 \tilde{U}^* + \tilde{N}_{12} \tilde{V}^* \right\}, \]  

\[ I_2 = -\pi f \text{Im} \left\{ \tilde{Q}_2 \tilde{W}^* + \tilde{M}_2 \tilde{\delta}_2^* + \tilde{M}_{21} \tilde{\delta}_1^* + \tilde{N}_2 \tilde{V}^* + \tilde{N}_{21} \tilde{U}^* \right\}, \]  

where \( \mathbf{I} \) represents the active SI vector field per unit length in the frequency domain [W m\(^{-1}\)] and \( f \) is the frequency at which the structure vibrates. The tilde \( \sim \) denotes that the fields are complex and the asterisk \( * \) indicates the complex conjugate.

The energy density field [W m\(^{-2}\)] of the shell is obtained by applying the divergence operator on the SI (DSI) over the parametrized surface [26]. The DSI can be used to localize regions where the energy path converges (source) or diverges (sink), and can be expressed with respect to the PCCs as

\[ \nabla \cdot \mathbf{I} = \frac{1}{AB} \left[ (BI_1)_a + (AI_2)_\beta \right] = \frac{B_a}{AB} I_1 + \frac{A_\beta}{AB} I_2 + B(I_1)_a + A(I_2)_\beta. \]  

The surface integral of the DSI field over the localized sources or sinks yields the net energy entering or leaving the shell. This parameter is the mean power [W] being transferred to or from the surface and is described with respect to the PCC [27] by:
\[ P = \int [(\nabla \cdot \mathbf{I})AB]d\alpha d\beta. \]  

(38)

2.3.1 Required inputs for the Structural Intensity analysis on shells

The components involved in the SI formulation (Eq.(34-36)) are the displacements, rotations, internal forces and moments. Eqs.(18-29) and Eqs.(12-17) show that the 6 stress resultants and couples depend on the spatial derivatives of these displacement components, the Lamé parameters and the principal curvatures in the \( \alpha \beta \) space. However, since the extraction of the DSI is also a task of the current work, the spatial derivatives are applied to the SI vector components themselves as shown in Eq.(37). The spatial derivative formulations of the SI components \( I_1 \) and \( I_2 \), of the 6 stress resultants and couples \( \{Q_1, Q_2, M_1, M_2, M_{12}, N_1, N_2, N_{12}, N_{21}\} \), of the strains \( \{\varepsilon_1^0, \varepsilon_2^0, \varepsilon_{12}^0, \chi_1, \chi_2, \chi_{12}\} \), rotations \( \{\vartheta_1, \vartheta_2\} \), Lamé parameters at the middle and outer surface \( \{A, B, A^{H/2}, B^{H/2}\} \) are all shown in the section of supplemental materials as Appendices A to F, respectively. From the equations presented in these Appendices, the highest-order spatial derivatives of each group of the mentioned fields can be identified (they are presented in Table 1). From Table 1, it can be seen that spatial derivatives up to the 3rd or 4th order of the geometrical \( \{A, B, K_1, K_2\} \) and displacement fields \( \{U, V, W\} \) are necessary inputs for the DSI visualization. For the sake of comprehension, the citation of a certain field and all its related spatial derivatives are presented throughout the text by the format

\[
\frac{\partial^{m+n}\Phi}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n},
\]

(39)

where \( m + n \leq 4 \) and \( \Phi = \{x, y, z, A, B, K_1, K_2, U, V, W\} \).
3. MATERIAL AND INPUT DATA

In this method, the SI and DSI were determined on irregular shells by using only information of the sample's outer surface. From Eqs. (18-29, 30-33), it can be noticed that the theory only applies to shells with a constant thickness and isotropic material properties. The only other necessary inputs to determine the SI are the Cartesian coordinates describing the shell’s outer surface and the displacement components along these coordinates, i.e., in the directions $i, j$ and $k$.

The orientation of the Cartesian coordinates was based on the perspective from which the displacement data were measured. From that “measurement perspective”, the $x$ and $y$ axis were aligned with the horizontal and vertical directions of the recorded 2D image, respectively, while the $z$ axis was chosen as the coordinate normal to the $xy$ plane.

All the spatial derivatives of both geometric and displacement fields were entirely processed in the wavenumber domain [28]. The reader is invited to assess detailed explanation on this topic with relation to the SI analysis from the works of [29–31]. The main topic of this article is to present the general equations which depend on the calculation of these derivatives. The subject of the wavenumber processing is not described in this article, since it is far beyond its scope.

The method was tested on two numerical models of a thin shell with a non-uniform curvature and a thickness of 1 mm. Figure 1 presents the two geometries (a rectangular and a circular shell) with corresponding tangent PCDs $e_1$ and $e_2$ and mean curvature fields $\left(\frac{K_1+K_2}{2}\right)$. The material properties were based on aluminum:
Poisson’s coefficient, Young’s modulus and density of both samples were set to 0.3; 60 GPa and 2700 kg/m³, respectively.

A localized harmonic pressure load, exciting the structure at 100 Hz, and a viscous damper were included in the models at distinct locations, creating an energy path from the excited surface to the damped surface (Figure 2). The internal damping in the shells was set to zero, so the DSI was zero everywhere outside of the source and sink regions. Afterwards, the energy transmission of these models was compared to a model with an internal damping loss factor of 0.005%.

The coordinates and complex-valued displacements on the upper surface of the shells were exported on a regular grid from the perspective shown in Figure 3. As already mentioned, the $x$ and $y$ coordinates are aligned with the horizontal and vertical directions of this grid, and the $z$ coordinate is directed normal to the $xy$ plane. The displacements at the outer surface defined in this Cartesian coordinate frame are denoted by $\vec{U}$, $\vec{V}$ and $\vec{W}$, and are subsequently represented in the frequency domain.

4. METHODS

The procedure to obtain all the necessary fields for the SI and DSI analysis is divided into two parts (Section 4.1 and Section 4.2). The processing of the geometry (Section 4.1) results in two groups of fields. The first group yields the derivatives of the Lamé parameters \( \left( \frac{\partial^{m+n} A}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n} \text{ and } \frac{\partial^{m+n} B}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n} \right) \) and principal curvatures \( \left( \frac{\partial^{m+n} K_1}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n} \text{ and } \frac{\partial^{m+n} K_2}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n} \right) \). The second group provides auxiliary fields that are needed to process the displacements. The processing of the displacements (Section 4.2)
yields the displacement components at the middle surface with respect to the PCDs $(\bar{U}, \bar{V}, \bar{W})$ and their corresponding spatial derivatives $(\frac{\partial^{m+n} \bar{U}}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n} \bar{V}}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n} \bar{W}}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n})$. To help the reader to follow this procedure, the processing of the fields in Section (4.1) and Section (4.2) is schematically presented in Figure 4 and Figure 5, respectively. Moreover, figures representing some intermediate steps from both sections can be found in the supplemental material section and are labelled with the letter “S” when referenced in this work. E.g., the first figure from the supplemental material section is labelled as “Figure S1”.

4.1 Geometry processing

The goal of this step is to acquire $\frac{\partial^{m+n} A}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n}$, $\frac{\partial^{m+n} B}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n}$, $\frac{\partial^{m+n} K_1}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n}$ and $\frac{\partial^{m+n} K_2}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n}$ based on the principal curvatures at the outer surface ($K_1^{h/2}$ and $K_2^{h/2}$) and the Cartesian coordinates defining that same surface of the shell. Moreover, additional fields are also computed with the sole purpose of assisting the displacement processing step. Part of these fields are the partial derivatives of the $x$ and $y$ coordinates $\frac{\partial^{m+n} x}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n}$ and $\frac{\partial^{m+n} y}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n}$, which assist on the change of coordinate domains later on.

The remaining fields are defined here as the Transformation Coefficients (TC) $\rho_1, \psi_1, \rho_2$ and $\psi_2$. These coefficients are terms of the PCD which are based on a newly defined triad of unit vector fields $\hat{i}, \hat{j}, \hat{k}$ and whose purpose is clarified next.

4.1.1 Extraction of the Transformation Coefficients
A non-orthogonal triad of unit vectors \( \mathbf{i}, \mathbf{j}, \mathbf{k} \) is introduced to assist the processing of the displacements and are called from now on the Projected Directions (PD). These directions are related to the Cartesian basis by

\[
\mathbf{i} = q_1 \mathbf{i} + s_1 \mathbf{k}, \quad (40)
\]

\[
\mathbf{j} = r_2 \mathbf{i} + s_2 \mathbf{k}, \quad (41)
\]

\[
\mathbf{k} = q_3 \mathbf{i} + r_3 \mathbf{j} + s_3 \mathbf{k}, \quad (42)
\]

where \( q_1, s_1, r_2, s_2, q_3, r_3 \) and \( s_3 \) are defined in Appendix G. These vectors are shown in Figure 6 over the circular shell’s surface. It can be noted that while the unit vectors \( \mathbf{i} \) and \( \mathbf{j} \) are pointing at directions tangent to surface, the \( \mathbf{k} \) coordinate is the normal component. This representation allows the displacements \( \bar{U}, \bar{V}, \bar{W} \) to be decomposed into in-plane and out-of-plane displacements. Furthermore, Figure S1 shows that the newly defined tangent vectors \( \mathbf{i} \) and \( \mathbf{j} \) can be interpreted as normalized projections of \( \mathbf{i} \) and \( \mathbf{j} \) if the former vectors are visualized from the projection defined previously (Figure 3). This ensures that, despite projecting \( \mathbf{i} \) and \( \mathbf{j} \) over the surface, the tangent vector fields \( \mathbf{i} \) and \( \mathbf{j} \) are still aligned with the Cartesian coordinates from the perspective view. This newly defined triad of unit vectors makes it possible to process the in-plane displacements over the \( x \) and \( y \) axis and independent from the shell’s shape, as is clarified in Section 4.2.

Both the PDs and PCDs have one unit vector that, respectively, points outward and normal to the geometry’s surface (\( \mathbf{k} \) and \( \mathbf{e}_3 \), respectively). The remaining vectors...
are tangent to the surface \((\vec{i}, \vec{j}, \vec{e}_1 \text{ and } \vec{e}_2)\), differing only in direction. The PDs and PCDs bases are related by:

\[
e_d = \rho_d \vec{i} + \psi_d \vec{j}, \quad \text{for } d = \{1, 2\},
\]

\[
e_3 = \vec{k},
\]

where \(\rho_d \text{ and } \psi_d\) are the TCs defined in Appendix G.

### 4.1.2 Parametrization

The next step is to relate the independent variables \(\alpha \text{ and } \beta\) to the \(x \text{ and } y\) coordinates. As previously explained, the parametric coordinates need to be aligned with the PCDs of the outer surface. To complete this step, one first needs to know the principal directions \((\vec{e}_1, \vec{e}_2)\) and respective curvatures \((K_1^{h/2}, K_2^{h/2})\) of the surface. Since \(\vec{e}_1 \text{ and } \vec{e}_2\) are orthogonal everywhere on the geometry, \(\alpha \text{ and } \beta\) must also be orthogonal, so \(x \text{ and } y\) can be treated as functions of \(\alpha \text{ and } \beta\), i.e., \(x(\alpha, \beta) \text{ and } y(\alpha, \beta)\).

### 4.1.3 Partial differentiation on the \(\alpha\beta\)-space

Initially, the principal curvatures on the outer surface \((K_1^{h/2}, K_2^{h/2})\) and the TCs \((\rho_1, \psi_1, \rho_2, \psi_2)\) are represented on a Cartesian coordinate frame. After parametrization, these fields (including the Cartesian coordinates) are represented on the \(\alpha\beta\) space. At this point, the partial derivatives of these fields with respect to \(\alpha \text{ and } \beta\) can be computed, resulting in the following fields:

\[
\frac{\partial^{m+n} x}{\partial \alpha^m \beta^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n} y}{\partial \alpha^m \beta^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n} z}{\partial \alpha^m \beta^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n} K_1^{h/2}}{\partial \alpha^m \beta^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n} K_2^{h/2}}{\partial \alpha^m \beta^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n} \rho_1}{\partial \alpha^m \beta^n} \text{ and } \frac{\partial^{m+n} \psi_1}{\partial \alpha^m \beta^n}. \]

Now that the derivatives of \(x, y \text{ and } z\) with respect to \(\alpha \text{ and } \beta\) are
available, Eqs.(4-5, E1-E18) can be used to calculate the derivatives of the Lamé parameters at the outer surface \( \frac{\partial^{m+n}A_{h/2}}{\partial \alpha^m \beta^n} \) and \( \frac{\partial^{m+n}B_{h/2}}{\partial \alpha^m \beta^n} \).

### 4.1.4 Lamé parameters and principal curvatures on the middle surface

To determine the derivative fields of the principle curvatures on the middle surface \( \left( \frac{\partial^{m+n}K_1}{\partial \alpha^m \beta^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n}K_2}{\partial \alpha^m \beta^n} \right) \), the corresponding fields on the outer surface \( \left( \frac{\partial^{m+n}K_{1h/2}}{\partial \alpha^m \beta^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n}K_{2h/2}}{\partial \alpha^m \beta^n} \right) \) are substituted into Eq.(30) by using that \( \gamma = \frac{h}{2} \).

The extraction of the Lamé parameters on the middle surface \( \left( \frac{\partial^{m+n}A}{\partial \alpha^m \beta^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n}B}{\partial \alpha^m \beta^n} \right) \) begins by substituting \( \frac{\partial^{m+n}K_1}{\partial \alpha^m \beta^n} \) and \( \frac{\partial^{m+n}K_2}{\partial \alpha^m \beta^n} \) into Eqs.(33, F11-F19) to determine the curvature coefficients and their derivatives \( \left( \frac{\partial^{m+n}\Pi_1}{\partial \alpha^m \beta^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n}\Pi_2}{\partial \alpha^m \beta^n} \right) \). Then, \( \Phi, \Pi_d \) and \( \Phi^* \) in Eqs.(F1-F10) are respectively substituted by \( A, \Pi_1 \) and \( A^{h/2} \); or by \( B, \Pi_2 \) and \( B^{h/2} \), resulting in the fields \( \frac{\partial^{m+n}A}{\partial \alpha^m \beta^n} \) and \( \frac{\partial^{m+n}B}{\partial \alpha^m \beta^n} \). At this point, the only missing data to determine the SI and DSI (Eqs.(34-37)) are the displacement derivatives of the middle surface \( \left( \frac{\partial^{m+n}U}{\partial \alpha^m \beta^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n}V}{\partial \alpha^m \beta^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n}W}{\partial \alpha^m \beta^n} \right) \). The next section explains how these fields are calculated from the displacements at the outer surface \( (\mathbf{U}, \mathbf{V}, \mathbf{W}) \), the derivative fields of \( x \) and \( y \) \( \left( \frac{\partial^{m+n}x}{\partial \alpha^m \beta^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n}y}{\partial \alpha^m \beta^n} \right) \) and the ones related to the TCs \( \left( \frac{\partial^{m+n}r_1}{\partial \alpha^m \beta^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n}r_2}{\partial \alpha^m \beta^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n}r_3}{\partial \alpha^m \beta^n} \right) \).

### 4.2 Displacement processing

This section aims to determine the fields related to the displacements of the shell's middle surface. However, most measurement techniques give only the
displacements at the structure’s outer surface, which are aligned to the standard basis of a Euclidian space \((\mathbf{i}, \mathbf{j}, \mathbf{k})\). The following description shows how these displacement fields can be represented on the PCDs and how their derivatives with respect to the \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) coordinates are obtained.

### 4.2.1 Separation of in-plane displacements from out-of-plane displacement

First, the displacement fields aligned with the unit vectors \(\mathbf{i}, \mathbf{j}\) and \(\mathbf{k}\) \((\mathbf{U}, \mathbf{V}, \mathbf{W})\) are transformed to the PD representation \((\mathbf{i}, \mathbf{j}, \mathbf{k})\). By doing so, the in-plane and out-of-plane displacements of the outer surface are separated. By using the standard basis to represent the PDs (Eqs.(40-42)), it follows that

\[
\mathbf{U} = q_1 \mathbf{U} + s_1 \mathbf{W},
\]

\[
\mathbf{V} = r_2 \mathbf{U} + s_2 \mathbf{W},
\]

\[
\mathbf{W} = q_3 \mathbf{U} + r_3 \mathbf{V} + s_3 \mathbf{W}.
\]

with \(\mathbf{U}\) and \(\mathbf{V}\) the in-plane displacements along \(\mathbf{i}\) and \(\mathbf{j}\), respectively; and \(\mathbf{W}\) the out-of-plane displacement along \(\mathbf{k}\).

As explained in Section (4.1.1), the PDs separate the tangent and normal displacements, but they preserve the continuity of the fields \(\mathbf{U}\), \(\mathbf{V}\) and \(\mathbf{W}\) along the \(x\) and \(y\) coordinates. This permits their spatial derivatives to be processed conveniently along the Cartesian coordinates, as can be seen in Figure S1. Afterwards, partial derivatives of the in-plane and out-of-plane displacements are calculated up to the 3\(^{rd}\) or 4\(^{th}\) order along the \(x\) and \(y\) coordinates \(\left(\frac{\partial^{m+n}\mathbf{U}}{\partial x^m \partial y^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n}\mathbf{V}}{\partial x^m \partial y^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n}\mathbf{W}}{\partial x^m \partial y^n}\right)\).
4.2.2 Coordinate transformation

After differentiation of the displacement fields with respect to $x$ and $y$, the change of coordinate frame of all fields \( \left( \frac{\partial^{m+n}\bar{U}}{\partial x^m \partial y^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n}\bar{V}}{\partial x^m \partial y^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n}\bar{W}}{\partial x^m \partial y^n} \right) \) can be achieved by treating them as composite functions, i.e., by considering $x$ and $y$ as dependent variables of the $\alpha \beta$-space such that

\[
\Phi(x, y) \rightarrow \Phi(x(\alpha, \beta), y(\alpha, \beta)), \text{ for } \Phi = \{\bar{U}, \bar{V}, \bar{W}\}.
\]

(48)

The chain rule is used to obtain \( \frac{\partial^{m+n}g}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n} \) and \( \frac{\partial^{m+n}g}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n} \). Applying the chain rule on the 1st order derivatives of a composite function gives

\[
\Phi_g = \Phi_x x_g + \Phi_y y_g, \text{ for } g = \{\alpha, \beta\}.
\]

(49)

The components $x_\alpha$, $x_\beta$, $y_\alpha$ and $y_\beta$ in Eq.(49) were already obtained during the geometry processing (Section (4.1.3)). The fields $\Phi_x$ and $\Phi_y$ resulted from the previous section (Section (4.2.1)). Since all components on the right-hand side of Eq.(49) are available, the first-order derivatives of the fields $\bar{U}$, $\bar{V}$ and $\bar{W}$ with respect to $\alpha$ and $\beta$ can be computed.

This process is repeated until all the necessary higher-order derivatives \( \left( \frac{\partial^{m+n}\bar{U}}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n}\bar{V}}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n}\bar{W}}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n} \right) \) are calculated. The equations from which they can be obtained are presented in Appendix H, where the chain rule on a composite function with two independent variables was applied for derivatives up to the fourth order.

4.2.3 Assessment of displacement components on the basis of principal curvature directions
The next step is to change the basis vectors that represent \( \frac{\partial^{m+n}\tilde{u}}{\partial\alpha^m\beta^n} \) and \( \frac{\partial^{m+n}\tilde{v}}{\partial\alpha^m\beta^n} \). The displacement components in the PD basis \((i,j,\hat{k})\) are changed to the PCD basis \((e_1, e_2, e_3)\) by using Eqs.(43-44), yielding the following transformation:

\[
\tilde{U}^{h/2} = \rho_1 \tilde{U} + \psi_1 \tilde{V}, \quad (50)
\]

\[
\tilde{V}^{h/2} = \rho_2 \tilde{U} + \psi_2 \tilde{V}, \quad (51)
\]

\[
\tilde{W}^{h/2} = \tilde{W}, \quad (52)
\]

with \( \tilde{U}^{h/2} \) and \( \tilde{V}^{h/2} \) being the in-plane displacements on the outer surface along \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \), respectively; and \( \tilde{W}^{h/2} \) the out-of-plane displacement on that surface along \( e_3 \). Here, the TCs described in Section (4.1.1) are used to change the basis vectors for the in-plane displacements. Eq.(44) shows that the out-of-plane displacements along \( e_3 \) and \( \hat{k} \) are identical, so the spatial derivatives of \( \tilde{W} \) and \( \tilde{W}^{h/2} \) are also equal.

This equality does not apply for the in-plane displacements as it is evident from Eqs.(50-51). But since the displacements \( \tilde{U} \) and \( \tilde{V} \) (described in Section (4.2.1)), and the TCs \( \rho_d \) and \( \psi_d \) (described in Section (4.1.1)) are available, the fields \( \tilde{U}^{h/2} \) and \( \tilde{V}^{h/2} \) can be assessed. The derivatives of the latter fields are also required for the SI analysis. Their equations are assessable by calculating the derivatives of the right-hand side terms from Eqs.(50-51) and are shown in Appendix I. Since all the right-hand side terms of Eqs.(I3-I11) are also available at this point \((\frac{\partial^{m+n}\tilde{u}}{\partial\alpha^m\beta^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n}\tilde{v}}{\partial\alpha^m\beta^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n}\rho_d}{\partial\alpha^m\beta^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n}\psi_d}{\partial\alpha^m\beta^n})\), the fields \( \frac{\partial^{m+n}\tilde{U}^{h/2}}{\partial\alpha^m\beta^n} \) and \( \frac{\partial^{m+n}\tilde{V}^{h/2}}{\partial\alpha^m\beta^n} \) can also be computed.
4.2.4 Assessment of fields related to the middle surface

The final step is to determine the fields at the middle surface. Eq.(8) shows that the out-of-plane displacement has the same value across the thickness direction. Therefore, the fields \( \frac{\partial^{m+n} \tilde{W}}{\partial a^m \partial \beta^n} \) are identical to \( \frac{\partial^{m+n} \tilde{W}_{h/2}}{\partial a^m \partial \beta^n} \).

By isolating the complex-valued fields \( U \) and \( V \) from Eqs.(6-7), with \( \gamma = h/2 \), the expressions of the in-plane displacements of the middle surface become

\[
\tilde{U} = \Pi_1 U^*, \quad (53)
\]

\[
\tilde{V} = \Pi_2 V^*, \quad (54)
\]

\[
U^* = \tilde{U}_{h/2} - \frac{h}{2A} \tilde{W}_a, \quad (55)
\]

\[
V^* = \tilde{V}_{h/2} - \frac{h}{2B} \tilde{W}_\beta, \quad (56)
\]

All components on the right-hand side of Eqs.(53-56) are available at this point. The derivatives up to the third order of Eqs.(55-56) are presented in Appendix J. The derivatives of Eqs.(53-54) can be obtained from Eqs.(F1-F10) by substituting \( \Phi \) and \( \Phi^* \) with \( \tilde{U} \) and \( U^* \), or with \( \tilde{V} \) and \( V^* \), respectively. Once the dynamic behavior at the middle surface has been obtained, Eqs.(34-37) can finally be used to determine the SI and DSI.

5. RESULTS

For the rectangular shell (Figure 1 (a)), the unit vectors \( (e_1 \text{ and } e_2) \) and the tangent PDs \( (i \text{ and } j) \) coincide with each other. By using Eq.(43), it becomes clear that this leads to TCs with values of either 1 or 0 over the whole surface of the rectangular shell \( (\rho_1 = 1, \psi_1 = 0, \rho_2 = 0 \text{ and } \psi_2 = 1) \).
Because these singular and homogeneous values lead to a simple geometry and displacement processing for the rectangular shell, the processing described in Section (4) is only shown for the circular shell. Lastly, the SI and DSI results of both models are presented.

5.1 Geometry processing

5.1.1 Extraction of the Transformation Coefficients and Parametrization

Since the PCDs of the shells are already known and because the PDs were calculated from Eqs.(40-42), it is possible to compute the four TCs of both geometries. Figure S2 presents the pair of coefficients from the circular shell which are related to $\mathbf{e}_1$, i.e., the coefficients $\rho_1$ and $\psi_1$.

As explained previously, the $\alpha$ and $\beta$ coordinates need to be aligned with the PCDs. The parameterized representations of both geometries are shown in Figure 7. Note that the edge flow of the parametric grid in both geometries are everywhere parallel to the vector fields $\mathbf{e}_1$ and $\mathbf{e}_2$ presented in Figure 1. Furthermore, it is worth noticing that the parametrized grid is orthogonal everywhere on the shells.

5.1.2 Partial differentiation on the $\alpha\beta$-space

After this step, the Cartesian coordinates, principal curvatures at the outer surface and TCs can be transformed and processed on the parametric domain. As an example, Figure 8 (a)-(e)-(i) shows the $x$ coordinate, $\rho_1$ and $K_1^{h/2}$ of the circular shell on the $xy$ domain. Since the surfaces have already been parametrized, the presented fields can be transformed from the Cartesian frame to the $\alpha\beta$ frame (Figure 8 (b)-(f)-(j)).
Since these fields can be represented along $\alpha$ and $\beta$ as a rectangular grid (Figure 8 (b)-(f)-(j)), the spatial derivatives can be performed conveniently. The same figure presents the spatial derivative of the referenced fields with respect to the $\alpha$ coordinate (Figure 8 (c)-(g)-(k)) as an example. The same procedure is repeated until the spatial derivatives up to the 3rd or 4th order of the fields $x$, $y$, $z$, $\rho_1$, $\psi_1$, $\rho_2$ and $\psi_2$ are obtained. Afterwards, every field is transformed back to the original $xy$ frame (Figure 8 (d)-(h)-(l)). The final procedure of this step is the calculation of the Lamé parameters at the outer surface and their derivatives $(\frac{\partial^{m+n} A_{h/2}}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n} B_{h/2}}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n})$ based on the fields related to the Cartesian coordinates $(\frac{\partial^{m+n} x}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n} y}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n} z}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n})$ (Eqs.(4-5, E1-E18)).

5.1.3 Assessment of the Lamé parameters and Principal curvatures at the middle surface

At this point, the fields related to the principal curvatures $(\frac{\partial^{m+n} K_1^{h/2}}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n} K_2^{h/2}}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n})$ and the Lamé parameters $(\frac{\partial^{m+n} A_{h/2}}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n} B_{h/2}}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n})$ of the geometry's outer surface are at hand. By applying Eqs.(30-33, F11-F19, F1-F10) and by substituting $\gamma$ for $h/2$, the corresponding fields of the middle surface are obtained

$(\frac{\partial^{m+n} A}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n} B}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n} K_1}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n} K_2}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n})$.

5.2 Displacement processing

5.2.1 Separation of in-plane displacements from out-of-plane displacement and Coordinate transformation
The processing of the displacements begins by separating the tangent displacements from the normal displacement. To achieve this, the coefficients of the PDs \( q_1, s_1, r_2, s_2, q_3, r_3 \) and the displacements of the outer surface \( \tilde{U}, \tilde{V} \) and \( \tilde{W} \) are inserted in Eqs.(45-47), yielding the in-plane and out-of-plane displacements of the geometry. For the circular shell they are shown in Figure S3.

As explained in Section (4.2.1), this representation is convenient to perform the derivatives along the \( x \) and \( y \) axis, due to the continuity of the in-plane displacements. Figure S4 shows examples of the displacement field \( \tilde{V} \) being derived along these axis. This process is repeated up to the third order for the in-plane displacements \( \tilde{U} \) and \( \tilde{V} \); and up to the fourth order for the out-of-plane \( \tilde{W} \).

The use of the chain rule up to the third and fourth order derivatives is then used to relate the \( xy \) and \( \alpha\beta \) domain (Eqs.(49, H1-H12)), so the calculated derivatives of the displacement fields are represented with respect to the \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) coordinates. An example of this operation to obtain \( \tilde{V}_\alpha \) is shown in Figure S5.

5.2.2 Assessment of displacement components on the basis of principal curvature directions and related to the middle surface

This section presents the results of the derivatives of the fields described in the \( \hat{i}, \hat{j} \) and \( \hat{k} \) basis. Since the \( \hat{k} \) direction is identical to \( \hat{e}_3 \) (Eq.(44)), all derivatives of \( \tilde{W} \) and \( \tilde{W}^{h/2} \) are equal. The in-plane displacement fields, on the other hand, need to be transformed to the tangent directions \( \hat{e}_1 \) and \( \hat{e}_2 \). Since the fields 
\[
\frac{\partial^{m+n}\rho_1}{\partial\alpha^m\beta^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n}\psi_1}{\partial\alpha^m\beta^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n}\rho_2}{\partial\alpha^m\beta^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n}\psi_2}{\partial\alpha^m\beta^n}, \frac{\partial^{m+n}\tilde{U}}{\partial\alpha^m\beta^n} \text{ and } \frac{\partial^{m+n}\tilde{V}}{\partial\alpha^m\beta^n}
\] are available at this point,
Eqs.(50-51,I3-I11) can be used to determine \( \frac{\partial^{m+n}U^{h/2}}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n} \) and \( \frac{\partial^{m+n}V^{h/2}}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n} \). Figure S6 shows this operation for \( \bar{U}^{h/2} \) on the circular shell.

The final step is to process \( \frac{\partial^{m+n}U^{h/2}}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n} \) and \( \frac{\partial^{m+n}V^{h/2}}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n} \) to obtain the same fields on the shell’s middle surface. By using Eqs.(53-56,F1-F19) and by substituting \( \gamma = h/2 \) in Eqs.(J1-J18), the fields \( \frac{\partial^{m+n}U}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n} \) and \( \frac{\partial^{m+n}V}{\partial \alpha^m \partial \beta^n} \) can be obtained. As an example, Figure S7 shows the displacement \( \bar{U} \) on the middle surface of the circular shell compared to the corresponding displacement on the outer surface (\( \bar{U}^{h/2} \)). In addition, the displacements \( \bar{U}, \bar{V} \) and \( \bar{W} \) and their 1st order derivatives with respect to \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are displayed in Figure S8.

### 5.3 Structural intensity, net energy and surface integration

At this point, all necessary quantities are available to calculate the SI. By substituting these quantities into the Eqs. (34-36), one can finally visualize the SI taking place on the shell. Figure 9 clearly displays that the energy flows from the region where the source was installed to the region of the damper. Furthermore, by substituting the geometric and displacement data in Eq.(37), the out-of-plane surface power density is obtained. These scalar fields are also shown in Figure 9 for both geometries and display the sources and sinks as concentrated positive and negative values, respectively. Note that no internal damping was included in these cases (\( \eta = 0 \)) and that the DSI is zero everywhere outside of the excited and damped regions.

The next step is to calculate the power from the SI and compare it to the actual injected power. It was explained that the DSI field needs to be integrated on the \( \alpha \beta \)
space by using Eq.(38). Figure 10 (a) shows the DSI of the circular shell represented on the $xy$ space, while Figure 10 (b) displays the same field on the $\alpha\beta$ space. This transformation is done on the DSI fields of both geometries, so the surfaces of their respective sources (positive-valued regions) can be integrated by using Eq.(38). Table 2 compares the actual injected power to the ones obtained by taking the surface integral over the sources. The errors of the computed integrations do not exceed 1% for both shells.

Lastly, the analysis was repeated for an internal damping loss factor of 0.005% on both geometries. The resulting energy transmission paths of both shells are visualized in Figure 11. By comparing these results with the ones presented in Figure 9, it can be noticed that the dominant energy paths are similar.

The influence of the internal damping on both models can be perceived by visualizing the SI magnitudes. The magnitudes of the vector fields are high near the sources and gradually decrease towards the sinks.

The effect of adding internal damping can also be noticed by examining the DSI fields in Figure 11. When no damping is present, the energy density on the source and sink are approximately equal in magnitude (see Figure 9). However, when damping is included, the negative density values on the sinks are much less prominent (see Figure 11). This qualitative comparison shows that the power is not only dissipated on the sinks but also on the free zones when a non-zero loss factor is considered.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This paper presents a method to calculate the SI, to localize energy sources and sinks, and to assess the transmitted power from shells with non-uniform curvature, constant thickness and isotropic material properties. In addition, this work provides ready-to-use equations for the analysis of the energy transmission, which are based on the Kirchhoff-Love postulates.

The whole process starts with the assumption that the user only has access to displacement and geometry data of the outer surface, i.e., the displacement vector components along the standard unit vectors of the Cartesian space \((U, V, W)\), the principal curvature directions and values \((e_1, e_2, K_{1h/2} , K_{2h/2})\) and the Cartesian coordinates describing that surface \((x, y, z)\).

The method was tested on two numerical models of a thin shell (a rectangular and a circular thin shell) that both contain a pressure load and a localized damper (to introduce a source and a sink). After processing the geometry fields (the derivatives of the Lamé parameters and principal curvatures), and the displacement fields (needed to recover the mentioned data from the middle surface); clear sources and sinks could be visualized on both samples. Concentrated positive and negative energy density values were found in the exact regions where the pressure load and damper were installed. When no internal damping was introduced in the simulation, the DSI fields were zero on the regions where no external loads were applied.

The difference between the actual injected power and the power calculated from the surface integral over the source showed errors lower than or equal to 1% for both models. This shows that the method can, in theory, provide accurate information.
of the energy transmission path on irregular shells, despite the fact that high-order spatial derivatives of the geometric and displacement fields are needed.

Lastly, the addition of an internal damping loss factor $\eta$ on both models has also denounced that the energy dissipation takes place not just on the region where the damper was installed but also on the free-zones.
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NOMENCLATURE

\( \mathbf{r} \)  
Position vector representing a surface in the Euclidian space

\((x, y, z)\)  
Cartesian coordinates

\((\alpha, \beta)\)  
Principal Curvilinear coordinates

\(\gamma\)  
Through thickness coordinate

\((\mathbf{i}, \mathbf{j}, \mathbf{k})\)  
Triad of unit vectors from the Euclidian space

\((\mathbf{i}, \mathbf{j}, \mathbf{k})\)  
Triad of unit vectors from the Projected Directions

\((\mathbf{e}_1, \mathbf{e}_2, \mathbf{e}_3)\)  
Triad of unit vectors from the Principal Curvature Directions

\((\overline{U}, \overline{V}, \overline{W})\)  
Displacement components from the outer surface along the triad
\((\mathbf{i}, \mathbf{j}, \mathbf{k})\)

\((\overline{U}, \overline{V}, \overline{W})\)  
Displacement components from the outer surface along the triad
\((\mathbf{i}, \mathbf{j}, \mathbf{k})\)

\((U^{h/2}, V^{h/2}, W^{h/2})\)  
Displacement components from the outer surface along the triad
\((\mathbf{e}_1, \mathbf{e}_2, \mathbf{e}_3)\)

\((U, V, W)\)  
Displacement components from the middle surface along the triad
\((\mathbf{e}_1, \mathbf{e}_2, \mathbf{e}_3)\)

\(K_e\)  
Vector of the normal curvature

\(\lambda\)  
Direction of the normal plane intersecting with the surface at one

point

\(K_e\)  
Normal curvature
Principal curvatures

Curvature coefficients

Lamé parameters

Rotations of tangents to the middle surface

Normal strains and Shearing strain

Bending curvatures and Surface torsion

Membrane forces and Transverse shear force

Bending moments and Twisting moments

Shear forces

Bending rigidity and Extensional rigidity

Young’s modulus

Poisson’s coefficient

Thickness of the shell

Structural intensity vector field

Structural intensity vector field components

Frequency

Transferred mean power

Transformation coefficients
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Figures Caption

Figure 1 – Geometric representation of the shell models from which the SI are determined. Both the rectangular shell (a) and circular shell (b) have a non-uniform curvature as can be noticed from the mean curvature field \((\frac{K_1 + K_2}{2})\) on their surfaces. The tangent arrows on both geometries show the PCDs \(e_1\) (red arrows) and \(e_2\) (yellow arrows).

Figure 2 – Actual location of the energy sources (red surfaces) and sinks (blue surfaces) on both geometries.

Figure 3 – Viewing perspective from which the Cartesian coordinates \((x, y, z)\) and displacement fields \((U, V, W)\) at the outer surface were extracted from the rectangular (a) and the circular shell (b).

Figure 4 – Schematic overview of the processing explained in Section (4.1). The fields inside the slashed contours are auxiliary fields and are used as input for the displacement processing (Section (4.2)).

Figure 5 - Schematic overview of the processing explained in Section (4.2).

Figure 6 – Representation of the Projected Directions on the circular shell. Figure (a) represents the tangent vectors \(i\) (red arrows) and \(j\) (yellow arrows). Figure (b) shows the normal vector \(k\) (green arrows).

Figure 7 – Representation of the Principal Curvilinear Coordinates \(a\) and \(\beta\) as an orthogonal grid on the surfaces of the shells. If the directions of these grids are compared with the Principal Curvature Directions (Figure 1), it can be noticed that both are aligned with each other.

Figure 8 – Processing of the spatial derivatives of the fields \(x, \rho_1\) and \(K_1^{h/2}\) of the circular shell. The first (a-e-i) and the second column (b-f-j) show the mentioned fields represented on the \(xy\) and the \(\alpha\beta\) space, respectively. Afterwards, their spatial derivatives with respect to \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) can be assessed. As an example, the derivatives with respect to \(\alpha\) are shown (c-g-k). Finally, the processed fields are transformed back to the original \(xy\) space (d-h-i).

Figure 9 – Structural intensity vector field (Eq.(34)) and its respective DSI field (Eq.(37)) for the rectangular (a) and circular shell (b) model.

Figure 10 – DSI field of the circular shell on the \(xy\) space (a) and on the \(\alpha\beta\) space (b). To determine the injected power, Eq.(38) was used to integrate the field defined in Eq.(37) over the source.

Figure 11 – Structural intensity vector field (Eq.(34)) and its corresponding DSI field (Eq.(37)) for the rectangular (a) and circular shell (b) model when an internal damping loss factor of 0.005% was introduced.
Tables Caption

Table 1 – List of the highest-order spatial derivatives which are needed for the SI and DSI analysis on an irregular shell.

Table 2 – Comparison of the actual injected power (a,b) in both models to the corresponding value that was calculated by surface integration of the DSI over the source (c,d). Note that the highest error does not surpass 1.0% (third column).
Figure 1 – Geometric representation of the shell models from which the SI are determined. Both the rectangular shell (a) and circular shell (b) have a non-uniform curvature as can be noticed from the mean curvature field \( \frac{K_1 + K_2}{2} \) on their surfaces. The tangent arrows on both geometries show the PCDs \( e_1 \) (red arrows) and \( e_2 \) (yellow arrows).
Figure 2 – Actual location of the energy sources (red surfaces) and sinks (blue surfaces) on both geometries
Figure 3 – Viewing perspective from which the Cartesian coordinates \((x, y, z)\) and displacement fields \((U, V, W)\) at the outer surface were extracted from the rectangular (a) and the circular shell (b).
Figure 4 – Schematic overview of the processing explained in Section (4.1). The fields inside the slashed contours are auxiliary fields and are used as input for the displacement processing (Section (4.2)).
Figure 5 - Schematic overview of the processing explained in Section (4.2)
Figure 6 – Representation of the Projected Directions on the circular shell. Figure (a) represents the tangent vectors $\mathbf{i}$ (red arrows) and $\mathbf{j}$ (yellow arrows). Figure (b) shows the normal vector $\mathbf{k}$ (green arrows).
Figure 7 – Representation of the Principal Curvilinear Coordinates $\alpha$ and $\beta$ as an orthogonal grid on the surfaces of the shells. If the directions of these grids are compared with the Principal Curvature Directions (Figure 1), it can be noticed that both are aligned with each other.
Figure 8 – Processing of the spatial derivatives of the fields $x$, $\rho_1$ and $K_1^{h/2}$ of the circular shell. The first (a-e-i) and the second column (b-f-j) show the mentioned fields represented on the $xy$ and the $\alpha \beta$ space, respectively. Afterwards, their spatial derivatives with respect to $\alpha$ and $\beta$ can be assessed. As an example, the derivatives with respect to $\alpha$ are shown (c-g-k). Finally, the processed fields are transformed back to the original $xy$ space (d-h-l).
Figure 9 – Structural intensity vector field (Eq.(34)) and its respective DSI field (Eq.(37)) for the rectangular (a) and circular shell (b) model.
Figure 10 – DSI field of the circular shell on the xy space (a) and on the αβ space (b). To determine the injected power, Eq.(38) was used to integrate the field defined in Eq.(37) over the source.
Figure 11 – Structural intensity vector field (Eq.(34)) and its corresponding DSI field (Eq.(37)) for the rectangular (a) and circular shell (b) model when an internal damping loss factor of 0.005% was introduced.
### Tables List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Highest-order spatial derivative</th>
<th>Fields</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3rd order ($\Phi_{aa}, \Phi_{a\beta}, \Phi_{a\beta\beta}, \Phi_{\beta\beta\beta}$)</td>
<td>$\Phi = {U, V, K_1, K_2, A, B}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th order ($\Phi_{aaa}, \Phi_{aa\beta}, \Phi_{a\beta\beta}, \Phi_{a\beta\beta\beta}, \Phi_{\beta\beta\beta\beta}$)</td>
<td>$\Phi = {W, x, y, z}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 – List of the highest-order spatial derivatives which are needed for the SI and DSI analysis on an irregular shell.
Table 2 – Comparison of the actual injected power (a,b) in both models to the corresponding value that was calculated by surface integration of the DSI over the source (c,d). Note that the highest error does not surpass 1.0% (third column).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Membranes</th>
<th>Injected power [W]</th>
<th>Integrated source [W]</th>
<th>Absolute error [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rectangular</td>
<td>$1.96 \cdot 10^{-14}$ (a)</td>
<td>$1.98 \cdot 10^{-14}$ (c)</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular</td>
<td>$1.46 \cdot 10^{-15}$ (b)</td>
<td>$1.45 \cdot 10^{-15}$ (d)</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

APPENDIX A

One group of components of the DSI field presented in Eq.(37) consists of spatial
derivatives of the SI vector field components \(I_1\) and \(I_2\). The derivatives of both
components are

\[
(I_1)_\alpha = -(\pi f) \text{Im} \left\{ (\bar{Q}_1 \bar{W}^\ast)_\alpha + (\bar{M}_1 \bar{\theta}_1^\ast)_\alpha + (\bar{M}_12 \bar{\theta}_2^\ast)_\alpha + (\bar{N}_1 \bar{U}^\ast)_\alpha + (\bar{N}_12 \bar{U}^\ast)_\alpha \right\},
\]

\[
(I_2)_\beta = -(\pi f) \text{Im} \left\{ (\bar{Q}_2 \bar{W}^\ast)_\beta + (\bar{M}_2 \bar{\theta}_2^\ast)_\beta + (\bar{M}_212 \bar{\theta}_1^\ast)_\beta + (\bar{N}_2 \bar{U}^\ast)_\beta + (\bar{N}_212 \bar{U}^\ast)_\beta \right\}.
\]

APPENDIX B

It should be stated that all fields related to this work are complex-valued with
the exception of the Lamé parameters, Principal Curvatures and the coordinates \(x, y, z, \alpha\) and \(\beta\). Due to the high number of long expressions presented in the appendices and
to avoid an excess of symbols, the tilde \(\sim\) representing data in the frequency domain
was omitted for all variables.

Eqs. (A1-A2) require the 1\textsuperscript{st} order spatial derivatives of the internal forces
\((Q_1, Q_2, N_1, N_2, N_{12}, N_{21})\) and moments \((M_1, M_2, M_{12})\) with respect to \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\). The
analytical derivatives of these fields based on Eqs. (18-29) are

\[
(Q_1)_\alpha = -\left(\frac{A_1B + AB_\alpha}{AB}Q_1\right) + \frac{1}{AB} \left\{ B(M_1)_{\alpha\alpha} + A(M_{12})_{\alpha\beta} + B_a[2(M_1)_{\alpha} - (M_2)_{\alpha}] + \cdots \right\},
\]

\[
(Q_2)_\beta = -\left(\frac{A_2B + AB_\beta}{AB}Q_2\right) + \frac{1}{AB} \left\{ A(M_2)_{\beta\beta} + B(M_{12})_{\beta\alpha} + B_{a\beta}[2(M_2)_{\beta} - (M_1)_{\beta}] + \cdots \right\},
\]

\[
(M_1)_\alpha = d[\nabla(x_1)_\alpha + \nu(x_2)_\alpha],
\]

\[
(M_2)_\beta = d[\nabla(x_1)_\beta + \nu(x_2)_\beta].
\]
\( (M_2)_a = D[(X_2)_a + v(X_1)_a] \) \hspace{1cm} (B5) \\
\( (M_2)_p = D[(X_2)_p + v(X_1)_p] \) \hspace{1cm} (B6) \\
\( (M_{12})_a = \frac{D}{2} (1 - \nu)(X_{12})_a \) \hspace{1cm} (B7) \\
\( (M_{12})_p = \frac{D}{2} (1 - \nu)(X_{12})_p \) \hspace{1cm} (B8) \\
\( (N_1)_a = C[(\varepsilon_{12})_a + v(\varepsilon_{12})_a] \) \hspace{1cm} (B9) \\
\( (N_2)_p = C[(\varepsilon_{21})_p + v(\varepsilon_{21})_p] \) \hspace{1cm} (B10) \\
\( (N_{12})_a = \frac{C}{2} (1 - \nu)(\varepsilon_{12})_a - (M_{12})_a K_2 - M_{12}(K_2)_a \) \hspace{1cm} (B11) \\
\( (N_{12})_p = \frac{C}{2} (1 - \nu)(\varepsilon_{12})_p - (M_{12})_p K_1 - M_{12}(K_2)_p \) \hspace{1cm} (B12)

Eqs. (B1 - B2) contain 2\textsuperscript{nd} order derivatives of the bending and twisting moments.

These quantities are obtained by taking the spatial derivatives of Eqs. (B3,B6,B7), yielding

\( (M_{1a})_a = D[(X_1)_{aa} + v(X_2)_{aa}] \) \hspace{1cm} (B13) \\
\( (M_{1p})_p = D[(X_1)_{pp} + v(X_1)_{pp}] \) \hspace{1cm} (B14) \\
\( (M_{12})_{ap} = \frac{D}{2} (1 - \nu)(X_{12})_{ap} \) \hspace{1cm} (B15)

**APPENDIX C**

There are 1\textsuperscript{st} and 2\textsuperscript{nd} order spatial derivatives of the 6 strain components in Eqs. (B3 – B12), which are obtainable from Eqs. (12-17) and are shown below.

\( (X_1)_a = \frac{1}{AB} [-A_a B X_1 + B(\theta_1)_{aa} + A_p(\theta_2)_a + \frac{1}{B} (A_{ap} B - A_p B_a) \theta_2] \) \hspace{1cm} (C1) \\
\( (X_1)_p = \frac{1}{AB} [-A_p B X_1 + B(\theta_1)_{ap} + A_p(\theta_2)_p + \frac{1}{B} (A_{ap} B - A_p B_a) \theta_2] \) \hspace{1cm} (C2)
\[ (X_2)_a = \frac{1}{AB} \left[ -AB_aX_2 + A(\theta_2)_{aa} + B_a(\theta_1)_{a} + \frac{1}{A} (AB_{aa} - A_aB_a) \theta_2 \right] \]  
(C3)

\[ (X_2)_p = \frac{1}{AB} \left[ -AB_pX_2 + A(\theta_2)_{pp} + B_a(\theta_1)_{p} + \frac{1}{A} (AB_{ap} - A_pB_a) \theta_2 \right] \]  
(C4)

\[ (X_{12})_a = \frac{1}{AB} \left[ -(AB_a + A_pB)X_{12} + A(\theta_2)_{aa} + B(\theta_2)_{aa} + \cdots \right] 
- A_a(\theta_1)_{a} - A_p(\theta_1)_{p} - B_{aa} \theta_1 - B_{ap} \theta_2 \right] \]  
(C5)

\[ (X_{12})_p = \frac{1}{AB} \left[ -(AB_p + A_pB)X_{12} + A(\theta_2)_{pp} + A(\theta_2)_{pp} + \cdots \right] 
- B_a(\theta_2)_{a} - B_p(\theta_2)_{p} - B_{ap} \theta_2 - B_{pp} \theta_1 \right] \]  
(C6)

\[ (\varepsilon_1^2)_a = \frac{1}{AB} \left[ -(AB_a + A_pB)\varepsilon_1^2 + BU_{aa} + B_aU_a + A_pV_a + A_BW_a + \cdots \right] 
+ A_aV_a[ A_BK_1 + A_BK_2 + A_BK_3]_{a} \right] \]  
(C7)

\[ (\varepsilon_2^2)_a = \frac{1}{AB} \left[ -(AB_a + A_pB)\varepsilon_2^2 + AV_{aa} + A_VU_a + B_aU_a + A_BW_a + \cdots \right] 
- B_aU_a[ A_BK_2 + A_BK_3]_{a} \right] \]  
(C8)

\[ (\varepsilon_2^2)_p = \frac{1}{AB} \left[ -(AB_p + A_pB)\varepsilon_2^2 + AV_{pp} + A_VU_p + B_pU_p + A_BW_p + \cdots \right] 
- B_pU_p[ A_BK_2 + A_BK_3]_{p} \right] \]  
(C9)

\[ (\varepsilon_2^2)_a = \frac{1}{AB} \left[ -(AB_p + A_pB)\varepsilon_2^2 + AU_{aa} + BV_{aa} + \cdots \right] 
- A_pU_a + A_{aa}U_a - B_{aa}V_a \right] \]  
(C10)

\[ (\varepsilon_2^2)_p = \frac{1}{AB} \left[ -(AB_p + A_pB)\varepsilon_2^2 + AU_{pp} + BV_{pp} + \cdots \right] 
+ B_pV_p - B_{pp}V_p - B_{pp}U_p \right] \]  
(C11)

\[ (\varepsilon_1^2)_a = \frac{1}{AB} \left[ -(AB_a + A_pB)\varepsilon_1^2 + AU_{aa} + BV_{aa} + \cdots \right] 
- A_pU_a + A_{aa}U_a - B_{aa}V_a \right] \]  
(C12)

\[ (\varepsilon_1^2)_p = \frac{1}{AB} \left[ -(AB_p + A_pB)\varepsilon_1^2 + AU_{pp} + BV_{pp} + \cdots \right] 
+ B_pV_p - B_{pp}V_p - B_{pp}U_p \right] \]  
(C13)

\[ (\chi_{1a})_a = \frac{1}{B} \left[ \frac{1}{A} \left( \frac{1}{A} \left( \frac{1}{B} \left[ \frac{1}{A} \left( \frac{-2A_aX_1}{A} - A_{aa}X_1 + (\theta_1)_{aaa} \right) \right] \right] \right) \right] \]  
(C14)

\[ (\chi_{1p})_a = \frac{1}{B} \left[ \frac{1}{A} \left( \frac{1}{A} \left( \frac{1}{B} \left[ \frac{1}{A} \left( \frac{-2A_pX_1}{A} - A_{pp}X_1 + (\theta_1)_{app} \right) \right] \right) \right) \right] \]  
(C15)
\begin{equation}
(x_2)_{\beta\beta} = \frac{1}{B} \left\{ \frac{1}{A} \left\{ \frac{1}{2} \left( A B_{\beta\beta} - 2 A B_{\beta\alpha} - A B_{\alpha\alpha} + 2 \frac{A^2 B_{\alpha}}{A} \right) \theta_1 \right\} + \frac{1}{2} \left( -2 B_p (x_2)_{\alpha} - B_p \theta_2 + \frac{\theta_2}{\beta} \right) + \cdots \right\},
\end{equation}
\ \ \ \ \ (C16)

\begin{equation}
(x_{12})_{\alpha\beta} = \frac{1}{AB} \left\{ \frac{1}{A} \left\{ \frac{1}{2} \left( A B_{\alpha\beta} - A B_{\alpha\alpha} - A B_{\beta\alpha} + 2 \frac{A^2 B_{\alpha}}{A} \right) \theta_1 \right\} + \frac{1}{2} \left( - (A B_p + A_p B \theta_2) (x_{12})_{\alpha} - (A B_{\alpha\alpha} + A_{\alpha} B) (x_{12})_{\beta} + \cdots \right) \right\},
\end{equation}
\ \ \ \ \ (C17)

**APPENDIX D**

The derivatives of the rotations \( \theta_1 \) and \( \theta_2 \) (Eqs. (9 - 10)) from the 1st up to the 3rd order are presented in Eqs. (C1–C6) and (C13–C17). The calculated derivatives of these components are

\( (\theta_1)_a = \frac{1}{A} \left\{ -A_a \theta_1 + A K_1 U_a + \left[ A_a K_1 + A (K_1)_a \right] U - W_{aa} \right\} \),
\ \ \ \ \ (D1)

\( (\theta_1)_\beta = \frac{1}{A} \left\{ -A_p \theta_1 + A K_1 U_\beta + \left[ A_p K_1 + A (K_1)_\beta \right] U - W_{a\beta} \right\} \),
\ \ \ \ \ (D2)

\( (\theta_1)_a = \frac{1}{B} \left\{ -B_a \theta_2 + B K_2 V_a + \left[ B_a K_2 + B (K_2)_a \right] V - W_{aa} \right\} \),
\ \ \ \ \ (D3)

\( (\theta_1)_\beta = \frac{1}{B} \left\{ -B_p \theta_2 + B K_2 V_\beta + \left[ B_p K_2 + B (K_2)_\beta \right] V - W_{a\beta} \right\} \),
\ \ \ \ \ (D4)

\( (\theta_1)_aa = \frac{1}{A} \left\{ \frac{1}{A} \left\{ \left[ -A_a \theta_2 + A K_1 U_a + \left[ A_a K_1 + A (K_1)_a \right] U - W_{aa} \right] \right\} \right\} \),
\ \ \ \ \ (D5)

\( (\theta_1)_\alpha = \frac{1}{A} \left\{ \frac{1}{2} \left\{ \left[ -A_p \theta_2 + A K_1 U_\beta + \left[ A_p K_1 + A (K_1)_\beta \right] U - W_{a\beta} \right] \right\} \right\} \),
\ \ \ \ \ (D6)

\( (\theta_1)_\beta = \frac{1}{A} \left\{ \frac{1}{2} \left\{ \left[ -A_p \theta_2 + A K_1 U_\beta + \left[ A_p K_1 + A (K_1)_\beta \right] U - W_{a\beta} \right] \right\} \right\} \),
\ \ \ \ \ (D7)

\( (\theta_1)_a = \frac{1}{B} \left\{ \frac{1}{2} \left\{ \left[ -B_a \theta_2 + B K_2 V_a + \left[ B_a K_2 + B (K_2)_a \right] V - W_{aa} \right] \right\} \right\} \),
\ \ \ \ \ (D8)

\( (\theta_1)_\beta = \frac{1}{B} \left\{ \frac{1}{2} \left\{ \left[ -B_p \theta_2 + B K_2 V_\beta + \left[ B_p K_2 + B (K_2)_\beta \right] V - W_{a\beta} \right] \right\} \right\} \),
\ \ \ \ \ (D9)
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\begin{equation}
(\theta_2)_{pp} = \frac{1}{B} \left\{ -2B_\theta (\theta_2)_p - B_{pp}\theta_2 + BK_2 V_{pp} + 2[B_p K_2 + B(K_2)_p] V_p + \ldots \right\} \tag{D10}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
(\theta_1)_{aaa} = \frac{1}{A} \left\{ -3A_\alpha (\theta_1)_a - 3A_{aa}(\theta_1)_a - A_{aaa}\theta_1 + \ldots \right\} \tag{D11}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
(\theta_1)_{agg} = \frac{1}{A} \left\{ -2A_\phi(\theta_1)_g - A_{pp}(\theta_1)_p - A_{ppg}\theta_1 + \ldots \right\} \tag{D12}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
(\theta_2)_{pp} = \frac{1}{B} \left\{ -3B_\phi (\theta_2)_p - 3B_{pp}\theta_2 + BK_2 V_{pp} + 3[B_p K_2 + B(K_2)_p] V_p + \ldots \right\} \tag{D13}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
(\theta_2)_{ppp} = \frac{1}{B} \left\{ -3B_{pp}(\theta_2)_p - 3B_{pp}\theta_2 + BK_2 V_{pp} + 3[B_p K_2 + B(K_2)_p] V_p + \ldots \right\} \tag{D14}
\end{equation}

**APPENDIX E**

Some equations in Section (2) and in Appendices B-D contain spatial derivatives up to the 3rd order of the Lamé parameters. By performing the derivatives of Eqs. (4,5), one obtains

\begin{equation}
A_a = \frac{1}{A} \left( x_a x_{aa} + y_a y_{aa} + z_a z_{aa} \right) \tag{E1}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
A_g = \frac{1}{A} \left( x_a x_{ag} + y_a y_{ag} + z_a z_{ag} \right) \tag{E2}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
A_{aa} = \frac{1}{A} \left( -A_a^2 + x_a^2 + y_{aa}^2 + z_{aa}^2 + \ldots \right) \tag{E3}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
A_{ag} = \frac{1}{A} \left( -A_a x_a + x_a x_{ag} + y_a y_{ag} + z_a z_{ag} + \ldots \right) \tag{E4}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
A_{gg} = \frac{1}{A} \left( -A_g + x_a x_{ag} + y_a y_{ag} + z_a z_{ag} + \ldots \right) \tag{E5}
\end{equation}
\[ A_{aaa} = \frac{1}{\alpha} \left( -3A_{a\alpha}A_{a\alpha} + 3x_{a\alpha}x_{a\alpha} + 3y_{a\alpha}y_{a\alpha} + 3z_{a\alpha}z_{a\alpha} + \cdots \right) \]  

\[ A_{aap} = \frac{1}{\alpha} \left( -2A_{a\alpha}A_{a\alpha} - A_{a\alpha}A_{a\alpha} + \cdots \right) \]  

\[ A_{app} = \frac{1}{\alpha} \left( 2x_{a\alpha}x_{a\alpha} + 2y_{a\alpha}y_{a\alpha} + 3x_{a\alpha}x_{a\alpha} + \cdots \right) \]  

\[ A_{ppp} = \frac{1}{\alpha} \left( -3A_{a\alpha}A_{a\alpha} + 3x_{a\alpha}x_{a\alpha} + 3y_{a\alpha}y_{a\alpha} + 3z_{a\alpha}z_{a\alpha} + \cdots \right) \]  

\[ B_{a} = \frac{1}{\beta} \left( x_{a\beta} + y_{a\beta} + z_{a\beta} \right) \]  

\[ B_{p} = \frac{1}{\beta} \left( x_{a\beta} + y_{a\beta} + z_{a\beta} \right) \]  

\[ B_{aa} = \frac{1}{\beta} \left( -B_{a}^{2} + x_{a\beta}^{2} + y_{a\beta}^{2} + z_{a\beta}^{2} + \cdots \right) \]  

\[ B_{ap} = \frac{1}{\beta} \left( -B_{a}^{2} + x_{a\beta}^{2} + y_{a\beta}^{2} + z_{a\beta}^{2} + \cdots \right) \]  

\[ B_{pp} = \frac{1}{\beta} \left( -B_{a}^{2} + x_{a\beta}^{2} + y_{a\beta}^{2} + z_{a\beta}^{2} + \cdots \right) \]  

\[ B_{aaa} = \frac{1}{\beta} \left( 3x_{a\alpha}x_{a\alpha} + 3y_{a\alpha}y_{a\alpha} + 3z_{a\alpha}z_{a\alpha} + \cdots \right) \]  

\[ B_{aap} = \frac{1}{\beta} \left( 2x_{a\alpha}x_{a\alpha} + 2y_{a\alpha}y_{a\alpha} + 3x_{a\alpha}x_{a\alpha} + \cdots \right) \]  

\[ B_{app} = \frac{1}{\beta} \left( 2x_{a\alpha}x_{a\alpha} + 2y_{a\alpha}y_{a\alpha} + 3x_{a\alpha}x_{a\alpha} + \cdots \right) \]  

\[ B_{ppp} = \frac{1}{\beta} \left( 3x_{a\alpha}x_{a\alpha} + 3y_{a\alpha}y_{a\alpha} + 3z_{a\alpha}z_{a\alpha} + \cdots \right) \]  

APPENDIX F

The format of Eq. (F1) is identical to the format of Eqs.(31-32) and Eqs. (53-54).

When the spatial derivatives of the Eqs.(31-32) are carried out, the symbols \( \Phi \) and \( \Phi^* \)
are substituted by the Lamé parameters from the middle surface \((A\) or \(B\)) and the outer surface \((A^\gamma \) or \(B^\gamma\), for \(\gamma = h/2\)), respectively. When Eqs. (53-54) are analyzed, \(\Phi\) and \(\Phi^*\) are respectively substituted by \(\bar{U}\) or \(\bar{V}\) and \(U^*\) or \(V^*\).

\[
\Phi = \Pi_a\Phi^*, \tag{F1}
\]
\[
(\Phi)_a = \Pi_a(\Phi^*)_a + (\Pi_a)_a\Phi^*, \tag{F2}
\]
\[
(\Phi)_\beta = \Pi_a(\Phi^*)_\beta + (\Pi_a)_\beta\Phi^*, \tag{F3}
\]
\[
(\Phi)_{aa} = \Pi_a(\Phi^*)_{aa} + 2(\Pi_a)_a(\Phi^*)_a + (\Pi_a)_{aa}\Phi^*, \tag{F4}
\]
\[
(\Phi)_{a\beta} = (\Pi_a)_a(\Phi^*)_a + \Pi_a(\Phi^*)_{a\beta} + (\Pi_a)_{a\beta}\Phi^* + (\Pi_a)_{a\beta}\Phi^* + (\Pi_a)_{a\beta}\Phi^* \tag{F5}
\]
\[
(\Phi)_{\beta\beta} = \Pi_a(\Phi^*)_{\beta\beta} + 2(\Pi_a)_\beta(\Phi^*)_\beta + (\Pi_a)_{\beta\beta}\Phi^*, \tag{F6}
\]
\[
(\Phi)_{a\alpha\alpha} = \Pi_a(\Phi^*)_{a\alpha\alpha} + 3(\Pi_a)_a(\Phi^*)_{a\alpha} + (\Pi_a)_{a\alpha\alpha}\Phi^*, \tag{F7}
\]
\[
(\Phi)_{a\beta\beta} = \Pi_a(\Phi^*)_{a\beta\beta} + 2(\Pi_a)_\beta(\Phi^*)_{a\beta} + 2(\Pi_a)_{a\beta\beta}\Phi^* + (\Pi_a)_{a\beta\beta}\Phi^*, \tag{F8}
\]
\[
(\Pi_a)_a = \gamma(\Pi_a)_a^2(K_a)_a \tag{F11}
\]
\[
(\Pi_a)_\beta = \gamma(\Pi_a)_\beta^2(K_a)_\beta \tag{F12}
\]
\[
(\Pi_a)_{a\alpha\alpha} = \gamma(\Pi_a)_a^2(K_a)_{a\alpha\alpha} + 2\gamma(\Pi_a)_{a\alpha\alpha}(\Pi_a)_a \tag{F13}
\]

Derivatives up to the 3\(^{rd}\) order of the curvature coefficients are present in Eqs. (F1 - F10). They can be directly obtained from Eq. (33), yielding
\[(\Pi_a)_{\alpha\beta} = \gamma(\Pi_a)^2(K_a)_{\alpha\beta} + 2(1 - \gamma K_a)(\Pi_a)_\alpha(\Pi_a)_\beta, \quad (F14)\]

\[(\Pi_a)_{\rho\beta} = \gamma(\Pi_a)^2(K_a)_{\rho\beta} + 2\gamma(\Pi_a)_\rho(\Pi_a)_\beta, \quad (F15)\]

\[(\Pi_a)_{\alpha\alpha\alpha} = \gamma(\Pi_a)^2(K_a)_{\alpha\alpha\alpha} + 4\gamma\Pi_a(\Pi_a)_\alpha(K_a)_{\alpha\alpha\alpha} + 2\gamma(\Pi_a)_\alpha(\Pi_a)_\alpha^2 + \Pi_a(\Pi_a)_{\alpha\alpha\alpha}, \quad (F16)\]

\[(\Pi_a)_{\alpha\alpha\beta} = \gamma(\Pi_a)^2(K_a)_{\alpha\alpha\beta} + 2\gamma\Pi_a(\Pi_a)_\alpha(K_a)_{\alpha\alpha\beta} + 2\gamma(\Pi_a)_\alpha(\Pi_a)_\alpha(\Pi_a)_\beta + \cdots \quad (F17)\]

\[2\gamma(\Pi_a)_\alpha(\Pi_a)_\alpha + \Pi_a(\Pi_a)_{\alpha\alpha\beta}, \quad (F18)\]

\[(\Pi_a)_{\alpha\beta\beta} = \gamma(\Pi_a)^2(K_a)_{\alpha\beta\beta} + 4\gamma\Pi_a(\Pi_a)_\alpha(K_a)_{\alpha\beta\beta} + 2\gamma(\Pi_a)_\alpha(\Pi_a)_\alpha(\Pi_a)_\beta + \cdots \quad (F19)\]

**APPENDIX G**

All of the coefficients of the PDs, which are defined with respect to the standard Cartesian triad of unit vectors (Eqs.(40-42)), are a function of the spatial derivative of the surface’s “height” (z coordinate) with respect to x and y. The expressions are [18]

\[q_1 = \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 + x^2}}, \quad (G1)\]

\[s_1 = \frac{x}{\sqrt{1 + z^2}}; \quad (G2)\]

\[r_2 = \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 + y^2}}, \quad (G3)\]

\[s_2 = \frac{y}{\sqrt{1 + z^2}}; \quad (G4)\]

\[q_3 = -\frac{x}{\sqrt{1 + x^2} + z^2}; \quad (G5)\]

\[r_3 = -\frac{y}{\sqrt{1 + z^2} + z^2}; \quad (G6)\]

\[s_3 = \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 + z^2} + z^2}; \quad (G7)\]
Before calculating the TCs \((\rho_1, \psi_1, \rho_2, \psi_2)\) present in Eq.(43), the tangent PCDs are defined with respect to the Cartesian basis vectors \(i, j\) and \(k\) as follows:

\[
e_1 = f_1 i + g_1 j + h_1 k.
\]  
\[
e_2 = f_2 i + g_2 j + h_2 k.
\]  
\[
\rho_d = \frac{1}{q_1 r_3 s_3 - q_1 s_2 r_3 - s_1 r_2 q_3} [r_3 s_1 - s_3 r_1] f_d + (s_2 q_3) g_d + (-r_2 q_3) h_d, \text{ for } d = 1, 2,
\]  
\[
\psi_d = \frac{1}{q_1 r_3 s_3 - q_1 s_2 r_3 - s_1 r_2 q_3} [s_1 r_3 - s_3 r_1] f_d + (q_1 s_3) g_d + (-q_1 r_3) h_d, \text{ for } d = 1, 2.
\]  

**APPENDIX H**

By applying the chain rule on Eq.(49), higher-order spatial derivatives with respect to the \(\alpha \beta\)-space can be assessed. The equations presented below are spatial derivatives ranging from the 2\(^{nd}\) up to the 4\(^{th}\) order:

\[
\phi_{aa} = \phi_{xx}(x^2_a) + \phi_{xy}(x_a y_a) + \phi_{yy}(y^2_a) + \phi_{x a_x a} + \phi_{y a_y a}
\]  
\[
\phi_{a \beta} = \phi_{xx}(x_a x_{\beta}) + \phi_{xy}(x_a y_{\beta}) + \phi_{yy}(y_a y_{\beta}) + \phi_{x a_{x \beta}} + \phi_{y a_{y \beta}}
\]  
\[
\phi_{\beta \beta} = \phi_{xx}(x^2_{\beta}) + \phi_{xy}(x_{\beta} y_{\beta}) + \phi_{yy}(y^2_{\beta}) + \phi_{x_{x \beta \beta}} + \phi_{y_{y \beta \beta}}
\]  
\[
\phi_{aaa} = \phi_{xx}(3 x^2_a) + \phi_{xy}(3 x_a y_a) + \phi_{yy}(3 y^2_a) + \ldots
\]  
\[
\phi_{a a a} + \phi_{y a_{y a a}}
\]  
\[
\phi_{aa \beta} = \phi_{xx}(2 x_a y_{\beta}) + \phi_{xy}(2 x_a y_{\beta}) + \phi_{yy}(2 y y_{\beta}) + \ldots
\]  
\[
\phi_{a \beta \beta} + \phi_{y a_{y \beta}}
\]  
\[
\phi_{a \beta \beta} + \phi_{y a_{y \beta}}
\]  
\[
\phi_{a a \beta} + \phi_{y a_{y \beta}}
\]
\[
\Phi_{y_y}(y_a y_y + 2 y_a y_{a\beta}) + \Phi_{x_x} x_{a\beta} + \Phi_y y_{a\beta}
\]

\[
\Phi_{a\beta} = \Phi_{xxx}(x_a x_{\lambda}) + \Phi_{xxy}(2 x_a x_{y_y} + x_{\lambda} y_y) + \ldots
\]

\[
\Phi_{xxx}(x_a x_{\lambda}) + 2 x_{a\beta} y_y + \Phi_{yy}(y_a y_{\lambda}) + \ldots
\]

\[
\Phi_{x_x}(x_{a\lambda} + 2 x_y y_{a\beta} + x_{a\beta} y_y) + \ldots
\]

\[
\Phi_{xy}(y_{a\lambda} + 2 y_y y_{a\beta} + \Phi_{y_y} y_{a\beta} + \ldots
\]

\[
\Phi_{ppp} = \Phi_{xxx}(x_{a\lambda} + 2 x_y y_{a\beta} + x_{a\beta} y_y) + \ldots
\]

\[
\Phi_{x_{a\alpha}} = \Phi_{xxx}(x_{a\alpha}) + \Phi_{xxy}(3 x_{a\alpha} y_y) + \Phi_{yy}(y_{a\alpha} y_y) + \ldots
\]

\[
\Phi_{xy}(y_{a\alpha} y_y + 3 y_{a\alpha} y_{a\beta} + 3 y_{a\alpha} y_{a\beta}) + \ldots
\]

\[
\Phi_{ppp} = \Phi_{xxx}(x_{a\alpha} + 2 x_y y_{a\beta} + x_{a\beta} y_y) + \ldots
\]

\[
\Phi_{ppp} = \Phi_{xxx}(x_{a\alpha} + 2 x_y y_{a\beta} + x_{a\beta} y_y) + \ldots
\]
\[
\Phi_{xx} (2x_{aa} x_{a} y_{a} + 4x_{ap} x_{a} y_{p} + 4x_{ap} x_{p} y_{a} + \ldots) + \ldots
\]
\[
\Phi_{yy} (2y_{aa} x_{a} y_{a} + 4y_{ap} x_{a} y_{p} + 4y_{ap} x_{p} y_{a} + \ldots) + \ldots
\]
\[
\Phi_{yyyy} (4y_{ap} y_{a} y_{p} + y_{aa} y_{a} + \ldots) + \ldots
\]
\[
\Phi_{xx} (2x_{aa} x_{a} y_{a} + 2x_{ap} x_{a} y_{p} + x_{aa} x_{pp} + 2x_{ap}^{2}) + \ldots
\]
\[
\Phi_{xy} (2x_{ap} y_{a} + 2x_{ap} y_{p} + x_{aa} y_{pp} + 2x_{ap} + \ldots)
\]
\[
\Phi_{yy} (2y_{ap} y_{p} + 2y_{ap} y_{pp} + 2y_{ap}^{2} + \Phi_{xx} + \Phi_{xy} y_{pp} + \Phi_{yy}
\]
\[
\Phi_{pp} = \Phi_{xxxx} (x_{a}^{4}) + \Phi_{xxxy} (4x_{a}^{2} y_{p}) + \Phi_{xxyy} (6x_{a}^{2} y_{p}^{2}) + \Phi_{yyyy} (4x_{a}^{2} y_{p}^{3}) + \ldots
\]
\[
\Phi_{pp} (3x_{ap} x_{a} y_{p} + 3x_{ap} x_{a} y_{p} + x_{aa} x_{pp} + 3x_{ap} x_{p} y_{pp}) + \ldots
\]
\[
\Phi_{yyyy} (3y_{pp} y_{a} y_{p} + y_{aa} y_{p} + \ldots) + \ldots
\]
\[
\Phi_{xxx} (3x_{pp} x_{a} y_{p} + 3x_{pp} x_{a} y_{p} + x_{aa} x_{pp} + 3x_{ap} x_{p} y_{pp}) + \ldots
\]
\[
\Phi_{xxy} (3y_{pp} x_{a} y_{p} + 3y_{pp} x_{a} y_{p} + 3y_{pp} x_{p} y_{pp} + x_{aa} y_{pp} + 3x_{ap} y_{pp} + \ldots)
\]
\[
\Phi_{xyy} (3y_{pp} y_{a} y_{p} + 3y_{pp} y_{a} y_{p} + 3y_{pp} y_{a} y_{p} + \ldots)
\]
\[
\Phi_{xxx} (3x_{pp} x_{a} y_{p} + 3x_{pp} x_{a} y_{p} + x_{aa} x_{pp} + 3x_{ap} x_{p} y_{pp}) + \ldots
\]
\[
\Phi_{xxy} (3y_{pp} x_{a} y_{p} + 3y_{pp} x_{a} y_{p} + 3y_{pp} x_{p} y_{pp} + x_{aa} y_{pp} + 3x_{ap} y_{pp} + \ldots)
\]
\[
\Phi_{xyy} (3y_{pp} y_{a} y_{p} + 3y_{pp} y_{a} y_{p} + 3y_{pp} y_{a} y_{p} + \ldots)
\]
\[
\Phi_{xxx} (3x_{pp} x_{a} y_{p} + 3x_{pp} x_{a} y_{p} + x_{aa} x_{pp} + 3x_{ap} x_{p} y_{pp}) + \ldots
\]
\[
\Phi_{xxy} (3y_{pp} x_{a} y_{p} + 3y_{pp} x_{a} y_{p} + 3y_{pp} x_{p} y_{pp} + x_{aa} y_{pp} + 3x_{ap} y_{pp} + \ldots)
\]
\[
\Phi_{xyy} (3y_{pp} y_{a} y_{p} + 3y_{pp} y_{a} y_{p} + 3y_{pp} y_{a} y_{p} + \ldots)
\]
\[
\Phi_{xxx} (3x_{pp} x_{a} y_{p} + 3x_{pp} x_{a} y_{p} + x_{aa} x_{pp} + 3x_{ap} x_{p} y_{pp}) + \ldots
\]
\[
\Phi_{xxy} (3y_{pp} x_{a} y_{p} + 3y_{pp} x_{a} y_{p} + 3y_{pp} x_{p} y_{pp} + x_{aa} y_{pp} + 3x_{ap} y_{pp} + \ldots)
\]
\[
\Phi_{xyy} (3y_{pp} y_{a} y_{p} + 3y_{pp} y_{a} y_{p} + 3y_{pp} y_{a} y_{p} + \ldots)
\]

**APPENDIX I**

All spatial derivatives of $\bar{U}^{h/2}$ and $\bar{V}^{h/2}$ can be directly obtained by manipulating the Eqs.(50-51). By considering

$$\tau_{t} = \bar{U}^{h/2},$$

\[\text{(I1)}\]
\[ \tau_2 = \bar{V}^{h/2}. \]  

(12)

The following expressions can be derived for the mentioned fields:

\[ (\tau_a)_a = \rho_a \bar{U}_a + \psi_a \bar{V}_a + (\rho_a)_a \bar{U} + (\psi_a)_a \bar{V} \]  

(13)

\[ (\tau_a)_\beta = \rho_a \bar{U}_\beta + \psi_a \bar{V}_\beta + (\rho_a)_\beta \bar{U} + (\psi_a)_\beta \bar{V} \]  

(14)

\[ (\tau_a)_{aa} = \rho_a \bar{U}_{aa} + 2(\rho_a)_a \bar{U}_a + (\rho_a)_{aa} \bar{U} + \psi_a \bar{V}_{aa} + 2(\psi_a)_a \bar{V}_a + (\psi_a)_{aa} \bar{V} \]  

(15)

\[ (\tau_a)_{ap} = \rho_a \bar{U}_{ap} + (\rho_a)_{ap} \bar{U}_a + (\rho_a)_{ap} \bar{U} + \psi_a \bar{V}_{ap} + (\psi_a)_{ap} \bar{V}_a + (\psi_a)_{ap} \bar{V} \]  

(16)

\[ (\tau_a)_{pp} = \rho_a \bar{U}_{pp} + 2(\rho_a)_{p} \bar{U}_p + (\rho_a)_{pp} \bar{U} + \psi_a \bar{V}_{pp} + 2(\psi_a)_{p} \bar{V}_p + (\psi_a)_{pp} \bar{V} \]  

(17)

\[ (\tau_a)_{aaa} = \rho_a \bar{U}_{aaa} + 3(\rho_a)_a \bar{U}_{aa} + 3(\rho_a)_{aa} \bar{U}_a + (\rho_a)_{aaa} \bar{U} + \psi_a \bar{V}_{aaa} + 3(\psi_a)_a \bar{V}_{aa} + 3(\psi_a)_{aa} \bar{V}_a + (\psi_a)_{aaa} \bar{V} \]  

(18)

\[ (\tau_a)_{aab} = \rho_a \bar{U}_{aab} + 2(\rho_a)_a \bar{U}_{ab} + (\rho_a)_b \bar{U}_{aa} + 2(\rho_a)_{ab} \bar{U}_a + (\rho_a)_{aab} \bar{U} + \psi_a \bar{V}_{aab} + 2(\psi_a)_a \bar{V}_{ab} + (\psi_a)_b \bar{V}_{aa} + 2(\psi_a)_{ab} \bar{V}_a + (\psi_a)_{aab} \bar{V} \]  

(19)

\[ (\tau_a)_{app} = \rho_a \bar{U}_{app} + 2(\rho_a)_p \bar{U}_{p} + (\rho_a)_{pp} \bar{U} + (\rho_a)_a \bar{U}_{pp} + (\rho_a)_{app} \bar{U} + \psi_a \bar{V}_{app} + 2(\psi_a)_p \bar{V}_p + (\psi_a)_{pp} \bar{V} + (\psi_a)_a \bar{V}_{pp} + (\psi_a)_{app} \bar{V} \]  

(20)

\[ (\tau_a)_{p} = \rho_a \bar{U}_{p} + 3(\rho_a)_p \bar{U}_a + 3(\rho_a)_{p} \bar{U} + \psi_a \bar{V}_p + 3(\psi_a)_p \bar{V}_a + (\psi_a)_{p} \bar{V} \]  

(21)

\[ (\tau_a)_{pp} = \rho_a \bar{U}_{pp} + 3(\rho_a)_p \bar{U}_p + 3(\rho_a)_{pp} \bar{U} + \psi_a \bar{V}_{pp} + 3(\psi_a)_p \bar{V}_p + (\psi_a)_{pp} \bar{V} \]  

(22)

\[ (U^r)_a = (U^r)_a - \frac{\gamma}{A} \left( - \frac{A_a}{A} W_a + W_{aa} \right) \]  

(23)

\[ (U^r)_\beta = (U^r)_\beta - \frac{\gamma}{A} \left( - \frac{A_\beta}{A} W_\beta + W_{a\beta} \right) \]  

(24)

\[ (U^r)_{aa} = (U^r)_{aa} - \frac{\gamma}{A} \left( \frac{2 A_a^2}{A} - A_{aa} \right) W_a - 2 A_a W_{aa} + A W_{aaa} \]  

(25)

APPENDIX J

The spatial derivatives up to the 3rd order of Eqs.(55-56) as a function of \( \gamma \) are shown below:
\[(U')_{ab} = (U')_{ap} - \frac{\gamma}{A^2} \left( 2 \frac{A_{aa} A_{bp}}{A} - A_{ap} \right) W_a - A_{bp} W_{aa} - A_{ap} W_{aab} + A W_{aab} \]  
\[(U')_{pp} = (U')_{pp} - \frac{\gamma}{A^2} \left( 2 \frac{A_{pp}^2}{A} - A_{pp} \right) W_a - 2A_{pp} W_{ap} + A W_{app} \]  
\[(U')_{aaa} = (U')_{aaa} - \frac{\gamma}{A^2} \left( 6 \frac{A_{aa} A_{aa}}{A} - 6 \frac{A_{aa}^2}{A^2} - A_{aaa} \right) W_a + \cdots \]  
\[(U')_{aab} = (U')_{aab} - \frac{\gamma}{A^2} \left( 6 \frac{A_{aa} A_{aa}}{A} - 6 \frac{A_{aa}^2}{A^2} - A_{aaa} \right) W_a + \cdots \]  
\[(U')_{app} = (U')_{app} - \frac{\gamma}{A^2} \left( 4 \frac{A_{aa} A_{pp}}{A} - 6 \frac{A_{aa} A_{pp}}{A} + 2 \frac{A_{pp} A_{aa}}{A} - A_{app} \right) W_a + \cdots \]  
\[(U')_{ppp} = (U')_{ppp} - \frac{\gamma}{A^2} \left( 6 \frac{A_{pp} A_{pp}}{A} - 3 A_{pp} \right) W_{pp} - 3 A_{pp} W_{app} + A W_{app} \]  
\[(V')_{a} = (V')_{a} - \gamma \left( - \frac{B_p}{B} W_a + W_{ap} \right) \]  
\[(V')_{p} = (V')_{p} - \gamma \left( - \frac{B_p}{B} W_a + W_{pp} \right) \]  
\[(V')_{aa} = (V')_{aa} - \frac{\gamma}{B^2} \left( 2 \frac{B_{pp}^2}{B} - B_{aa} \right) W_{aa} - 2B_{aa} W_{aab} + B W_{aab} \]  
\[(V')_{ap} = (V')_{ap} - \frac{\gamma}{B^2} \left( 2 \frac{B_{pp} B_a}{B} - B_{aa} \right) W_{ap} - B_{pp} W_{aab} + B_{ap} W_{aab} + B W_{aab} \]  
\[(V')_{pp} = (V')_{pp} - \frac{\gamma}{B^2} \left( 2 \frac{B_{pp}^2}{B} - B_{pp} \right) W_{pp} - 2B_{pp} W_{app} + B W_{pp} \]  
\[(V')_{aaa} = (V')_{aaa} - \frac{\gamma}{B^2} \left( 6 \frac{B_{pp} B_{aa}}{B} - 6 \frac{B_{pp}^2}{B^2} - B_{aaa} \right) W_{aa} + \cdots \]  
\[(V')_{aab} = (V')_{aab} - \frac{\gamma}{B^2} \left( 6 \frac{B_{pp} B_{aa}}{B} - 3 B_{aa} \right) W_{aab} - 3 B_{aa} W_{aab} + B W_{aab} \]
\[(V')_{a\alpha \beta} = (V')_{a\alpha \beta} - \frac{\rho}{B^2} \left[ \left( 4 \frac{B_a B_{\alpha \beta}}{B} - 6 \frac{B_{\alpha \beta}}{B^2} + 2 \frac{B_{a \alpha} B_{\beta}}{B} - B_{a \alpha \beta} \right) W_{\beta} + \cdots \right] \]  
\text{(J16)}

\[(V')_{a \beta \beta} = (V')_{a \beta \beta} - \frac{\rho}{B^2} \left[ \left( 4 \frac{B_a B_{\beta \beta}}{B} - 6 \frac{B_{\beta \beta}}{B^2} + 2 \frac{B_{a \beta} B_{\beta}}{B} - B_{a \beta \beta} \right) W_{\beta} + \cdots \right] \]  
\text{(J17)}

\[(V')_{\beta \beta \beta} = (V')_{\beta \beta \beta} - \frac{\rho}{B^2} \left[ \left( 6 \frac{B_{\beta} B_{\beta \beta}}{B} - 6 \frac{B_{\beta \beta}}{B^2} - B_{\beta \beta \beta} \right) W_{\beta} + \cdots \right] \]  
\text{(J18)}

\[(V')_{a a a} = (V')_{a a a} - \frac{\rho}{B^2} \left[ \left( 4 \frac{B_a B_{a a}}{B} - 6 \frac{B_{a a}}{B^2} + 2 \frac{B_{a a a} B_{a}}{B} - B_{a a a \alpha} \right) W_{\alpha} + \cdots \right] \]  
\text{(J16)}
Figures Caption

Figure S1 – Visualization of the tangent Projected Directions $\mathbf{i}$ and $\mathbf{j}$ as seen from the viewing perspective. Note both vectors are still aligned with the $x$ and $y$ axis from that perspective even though these vectors are always tangent to the surface.

Figure S2 – Transformation Coefficients $\rho_1$ (a) and $\psi_1$ (b) for the circular shell

Figure S3 – First row: displacement components $\bar{U}$ (a), $\bar{V}$ (b) and $\bar{W}$ (c) with respect to the standard unit vectors $(\mathbf{i}, \mathbf{j}, \mathbf{k})$ of the circular shell. Second row: the in-plane displacements $\bar{U}$ (d) and $\bar{V}$ (e), and the out-of-plane displacement $\bar{W}$ (f) with respect to the Projected Directions $\mathbf{i}, \mathbf{j}$ and $\mathbf{k}$.

Figure S4 – Representation of the spatial derivatives along $x$ and $y$. As an example, the input field $\bar{V}$ (a) is shown, from which $\bar{V}_x$ (b) and $\bar{V}_y$ (c) can be derived.

Figure S5 – Change of coordinates by applying the chain rule. Here, the field $\bar{V}_\alpha$ (e) is obtained by calculating the expression $\bar{V}_x x_\alpha + \bar{V}_y y_\alpha$ (Eq.(49)). Each of the quantities in the latter expression are shown above [$\bar{V}_x$ (a), $x_\alpha$ (b), $\bar{V}_y$ (d) and $y_\alpha$ (e)].

Figure S6 – Change of basis vectors representing the displacement components. In this example, the field $\mathbf{U}^{\alpha/2}$ (e) is retrieved by using Eq.(50). The quantities $\bar{U}$ (a), $\rho_1$ (b), $\bar{V}$ (c) and $\psi_1$ (d) are found in the right-hand side of the equation.

Figure S7 – The in-plane displacement $\bar{U}$ (b) calculated from its value at the outer surface $\mathbf{U}^{\alpha/2}$ (a) by applying Eqs.(53, 55)

Figure S8 – First row: displacement components $\bar{U}$ (a), $\bar{V}$ (b) and $\bar{W}$ (c) of the triad $\mathbf{e}_1$, $\mathbf{e}_2$ and $\mathbf{e}_3$. Second row: 1st order spatial derivatives of $\bar{U}$, $\bar{V}$ and $\bar{W}$ with respect to $\alpha$, i.e., $\bar{U}_\alpha$ (d), $\bar{V}_\alpha$ (e) and $\bar{W}_\alpha$ (f). Third row: spatial derivatives of the corresponding displacements with respect to $\beta$, i.e., $\bar{U}_\beta$ (g), $\bar{V}_\beta$ (h) and $\bar{W}_\beta$ (i).
Figure S1 – Visualization of the tangent Projected Directions $\hat{i}$ and $\hat{j}$ as seen from the viewing perspective. Note both vectors are still aligned with the $x$ and $y$ axis from that perspective even though these vectors are always tangent to the surface.
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Figure S3 – First row: displacement components $\mathbf{U}$ (a), $\mathbf{V}$ (b) and $\mathbf{W}$ (c) with respect to the standard unit vectors ($\mathbf{i}, \mathbf{j}, \mathbf{k}$) of the circular shell. Second row: the in-plane displacements $\mathbf{U}$ (d) and $\mathbf{V}$ (e), and the out-of-plane displacement $\mathbf{W}$ (f) with respect to the Projected Directions $\mathbf{i}, \mathbf{j}$ and $\mathbf{k}$. 
Figure S4 – Representation of the spatial derivatives along $x$ and $y$. As an example, the input field $\hat{V}$ (a) is shown, from which $\hat{V}_x$ (b) and $\hat{V}_y$ (c) can be derived.
Figure S5 – Change of coordinates by applying the chain rule. Here, the field $\tilde{V}_\alpha (e)$ is obtained by calculating the expression $\tilde{V}_x x_\alpha + \tilde{V}_y y_\alpha$ (Eq.(49)). Each of the quantities in the latter expression are shown above [$\tilde{V}_x (a)$, $x_\alpha (b)$, $\tilde{V}_y (d)$ and $y_\alpha (e)$].
Figure S6 – Change of basis vectors representing the displacement components. In this example, the field $\tilde{U}^{h/2}$ (e) is retrieved by using Eq.(50). The quantities $\tilde{U}$ (a), $\rho_1$ (b), $\tilde{V}$ (c) and $\psi_1$ (d) are found in the right-hand side of the equation.
Figure S7 – The in-plane displacement $\bar{U}$ (b) calculated from its value at the outer surface $\bar{U}^{h/2}$ (a) by applying Eqs. (53, 55)
Figure S8 – First row: displacement components $\bar{U}$ (a), $\bar{V}$ (b) and $\bar{W}$ (c) of the triad $e_1$, $e_2$ and $e_3$. Second row: 1st order spatial derivatives of $\bar{U}$, $\bar{V}$ and $\bar{W}$ with respect to $\alpha$, i.e., $\bar{U}_\alpha$ (d), $\bar{V}_\alpha$ (e) and $\bar{W}_\alpha$ (f). Third row: spatial derivatives of the corresponding displacements with respect to $\beta$, i.e., $\bar{U}_\beta$ (g), $\bar{V}_\beta$ (h) and $\bar{W}_\beta$ (i).